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Introduction

There have been many debates on democratic legitimacy of the European integration 

and the institutions that represent it. The last big occasion was probably the ratification 

of  the  Treaty establishing  a  Constitution  for  Europe (TCE)  and  the Lisbon  treaty. 

Attention is  usually focused on the Parliament,  the Council,  the Commission or the 

project as such. Focus on the judiciary is very rare and almost exclusively academic. 

Though its contribution to the development of the Communities and the EU can be 

hardly  contested.  This  essay  will  try  to  profit  from  freedom  given  by  lack  of 

authoritative  writings  being  fully  consent  of  intricacies  it  can  bring.  Its  topic  is 

legitimacy of the Court of Justice of the European Union. 

Legitimacy and its possible lack or sufficiency will be analysed precisely in proportion 

to the de facto influence that the European Court has over Union law and legal orders of 

the Member States.  Thus will  be described the role  of the Court  and explained the 

concept of legitimacy with regard to the judicial power, to continue by comparison of 

other international judicial bodies as well as the highest national courts in order to draw 

conclusions about eventual necessity of adequately securing legitimacy of the Court of 

Justice of the European Union and possible means to achieve this.

The working plan shall be as follows:

In the first chapter, we are going to address the need for research on the very legitimacy 

of the European judiciary. First of all we are going to explore the matter in quantitative 

terms to display how the case load has gradually grown and how the European judiciary 

has responded to this trend. We can thus understand the importance of the Court of 

Justice of the European Union in terms of figures and statistics. But the centrepiece of 
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the chapter will be the analysis of the problem from qualitative point of view. We are 

going to deal with tasks that the Court fulfils and tools at its disposal for this purpose. In 

analysing the importance of Court's jurisprudence for the integration and its impact on 

national legal orders, the process of constitutionalisation of EU law will be described as 

well.

The second chapter is devoted to the concept of legitimacy. First, we are going to deal 

with it in general terms, laying out approaches of various authors, to focus  subsequently 

on it in the context of supranational justice.

The topic of the third chapter is selection of judges. This chapter should be the core of 

the whole work. Modalities of selection of judges and its outcomes are not only an 

essential source of democratic legitimacy in itself, they also predispose to a large extent 

further functioning of the institution, especially the quality and persuasiveness of its 

decisions,  with  all  the consequences  that  this  entails.  Thus they translate  into  other 

factors relevant in terms of legitimacy. The comparative method is to be used herein. We 

are going to  begin by comparison of international  judicial  bodies to  pass on to  the 

selection of constitutional judges at the national level. The amount of information thus 

obtained will then become a basis for drawing conclusions for the European Court.

In the fourth chapter we are going to deal with the issues of functioning of the Court  

with particular emphasis on Court's communication with its national counterparts. We 

are going to discuss step by step possible changes that might affect this relationship, 

especially the draft reforms of the preliminary ruling procedure.

The diploma thesis has been written on the basis of the law as it stood on 6 January 

2011.
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I. Why Should We Be Interested in Court's Legitimacy?

As outlined in the introduction the topic of the first chapter is necessity of this paper. So 

why should we ask for legitimacy of the European judiciary? To show my motives I will 

proceed according to  the following plan:  First,  since I  believe it  is  a  circumstantial 

evidence of the importance of the ECJ and its case law, we will study the problem from 

(i) the quantitative point of view.  The evolution and progressive development of the 

judicial system will be exposed as well as increase of case load and congestion of the 

Court.  Then we will have a look at (ii) the quality of the European judiciary. We will 

compare  it  with  the  symbol  of  international  judiciary  –  the  International  Court  of 

Justice. After that its role will be characterized using national court's terminology in 

order to demonstrate the extent of roles of national judiciaries the ECJ ensures at the 

European level. The process of constitutionalising the treaty system will be described as 

well. Finally I will try to show the impacts of the Court's jurisprudence on European law 

by a case study and I will draw (iii) conclusions from the findings.

1.1. European Judiciary from the Quantitative Point of View

It  is  impossible  to  fully  understand  the  importance  of  the  Court  of  Justice  of  the 

European Union for the integration without basic knowledge of its evolution in time. 

Interpretation and application of Community law was vested in a judicial body since the 

very beginning as in 1952 the Court of Justice was established under the provisions of 

the Treaty of Paris as part of the European Coal and Steel Community. Several years 

later the politicians appreciated its services in the Treaties of Rome by extending the 

competences of the judiciary therein1. Another significant expansion of powers occurred 

in 1993 pursuant to the Treaty of Maastricht creating the European Union2. At that time 

the  judicial  system already  comprised  the  Court  of  First  Instance  (today's  General 
1 For example actions for failure to fulfil obligations were not initially foreseen in the Treaty of Paris.
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Court) established in 1989. In 2004 this system was completed by the European Union 

Civil  Service  Tribunal  and its  competences  were  further  extended  by the  Treaty of 

Lisbon (2009)3.  Present court  system's operation is  ensured by 61 Judges4 and eight 

Advocates General, compared to only seven Judges at the beginning of the integration.

Similar growth can be observed if one looks at the official statistics of the Court. As the 

Working Party on the Future of the European Communities' Court System declared in 

its Report: “[I]n 1998, 723 new actions were brought in the Community courts taken 

together  […] as  against  only 279 in 1980 (when the Court  of Justice was the only 

Community court);  this represents a 159% increase in 19 years.“ or „The aggregate 

number of new cases brought in the Court of Justice rose from 384 in 1990 to 485 in 

1998, a 26% rise in nine years, which is actually rather slower than in the preceding 

decade.“ and finally „the number of references for a preliminary ruling maintained a 

steady growth rate […], 264 requests for preliminary rulings in 1998, up from 141 in 

1990  87% in nine years.“ These figures together with gradual creation of new bodies of 

the court system and progressive extension of its powers illustrate the importance the 

judiciary has gained in the process of integration.

2 The Court was  allowed to impose financial  sanctions in case of noncompliance with a judgement 
holding a Member State failing to fulfil  an obligation under the Treaties. On the other  hand,  the 
intergovernmental pillars of the EU were excluded from the jurisdiction of the Court. The same is true 
for  the  respect  of  fundamental  rights  that  were  explicitly  laid  down  as  general  principles  of 
Community law (Article F). But these dficiencies have been  mostly healed by further development. 
Pursuant to Article K.3 (2) (c) the Member States were enabled to submit to the jurisdiction of the 
Court regarding the interpretation and application of conventions concluded within the framework of 
cooperation in justice and home affairs.

3 The  pillar  structure  disappears,  hence  Court's  jurisdiction  covers  all  areas  of  EU law unless  the 
Treaties Provide otherwise. The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union acquires the 
same legal value as the Treaties thus falling within the jurisdiction of the Court. For more information  
see http://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2009-12/cp090104en.pdf.

4 27 Judges in the European Court of Justice, 27 Judges in the General Court and 7 Judges in the Civil 
Service Tribunal.
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Source: Annual Reports of the Court of Justice of the European Union
Remark: Evolution of number of references for a preliminary ruling was chosen because it was not distorted due to the 
transfer of competences to the General Court.

Its position can be hardly compared with any other international judicial authority, not 

even in terms of quantity. Now let us have a look at the qualitative side of the judiciary.

1.2 European Judiciary from the Qualitative Point of View

1.2.1 Comparative Study: the ICJ and the European Court

European Court's jurisdiction is in most cases ex ante obligatory. Actions for annulment 

(Article  263  of  the  TFEU),  actions  for  failure  to  act  (Article  265),  actions  for 

compensation  based on non-contractual  liability  (Article  235),  actions  for  failure  to 

fulfil obligations (Article 258) or preliminary references; all of these can by tried and 

adjudicated only by the Court of Justice of the European Union. If a conflict arises 

judicial procedure is the standard mean of its resolution. This represents a solid base for 
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respect of the ECJ case-law. On the other hand the International Court of Justice, as the 

primary judicial body of the United Nations and the epitome of international judiciary, 

can be very often easily evaded. Its ex post jurisdiction is based on ad hoc agreements 

of the parties to the conflict, unilateral declarations by the States or international treaties
5. In the first case the States are absolutely free to decide whether they wish or not to 

submit  to the Court's  authority.  Unilateral  declarations can be retracted at  any time. 

Consequently only international treaties can be considered as ex ante legally binding 

source of jurisdiction.  Unfortunately it  is  a common vice of  the States that  do not 

consider judicial settlement of the dispute the most favourable to them to try to avoid it. 

Either they challenge the interpretation of the treaty pursuant to which they ought to 

refer  their  case  to  the  Court  or  they  simply  remain  passive  ignoring  the  pending 

procedure6. Since the international legal order does not give the ICJ sufficient means to 

enforce its will it usually finds itself unable to duly hear and decide the dispute without 

proper  cooperation  of  the  parties.  At  the  European level,  in  absence  of  will  of  the 

Member States to submit themselves to the Court the Commission comes on the scene 

in the role of general prosecutor. If necessary fines (lump sums or penalties) can be 

imposed too7.

Unlike the ICJ the Luxembourg Court is also competent to hear cases of individuals. It 

can be so either directly when actions for annulment or for compensation based on non-

contractual liability are brought by individuals or indirectly by means of preliminary 

references. This possibility has been further extended by the Treaty of Lisbon. It is not 

only the International Court of Justice which cannot be compared to the Court in this 

respect. Individuals, in principle, do not possess legal personality in the international 

legal  system and therefore  cannot  be  parties  to  a  dispute  heard  by an  international 

judicial body. Except for the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg, of course. 

However, its jurisdiction is limited to the ambit of human rights.

5 Article 36 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice.
6 For these reasons the ICJ was not allowed to hear some of the major cases of the second half of the 

20th century such as  the Korean War or the Vietnam War.
7 Article 260 of the TFEU (ex Article 228 of the TEC). 
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1.2.2 Character of the Court of Justice of the European Union from the 
National Point of View

The Court is a complex institutions which fulfils many roles that are, at the national 

level,  very  often  conferred  to  specialized  judicial  bodies  and  systems.  In  spite  of 

development  of  European  judiciary  and  progressive  creation  of  new  instances  its 

specialisation has not reached such a level yet. One institution is responsible for tasks of 

international, constitutional, administrative and civil judiciary.

On basis  of  arbitration  agreements  disputes  between  Member  States  relating  to  the 

subject matter of the Treaties may be heard by the Court.

Since  the  treaties  are  the  primary  law  of  the  Union,  or  one  could  say  de  facto 

constitution,  the  Court  inevitably  has  to  perform  tasks  of  constitutional  judiciary. 

Abrogation of secondary legislation that does not comply with the treaties becomes vital 

need ensuring respect of “the constitution”. For the same reasons international treaties 

can be checked by the Court before their ratification by the EU. It also adjudicates on 

competences of European institutions and their relations with other bodies as well as the 

Member States.

In the field of administrative judiciary we find resolution of disputes resulting from 

actions by individual natural or legal persons seeking protection of their rights from 

public  authorities  i.e.  institutions  of  the  EU  or  the  Member  States  when  applying 

European law. Actions against illegal measures adopted by European authorities, actions 

for  failure to  act  or actions  for  compensation based on non-contractual  liability fall 

within such a scope. Judicial control concerning tax law harmonization and European 

social security law is another example of administrative judiciary.
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The litigations, from which references for a preliminary ruling arise, often have a civil 

nature as they ask for interpretation of directives and regulations relating to the single 

market.

Due to abandonment of the three-pillar structure with the entry into force of the Treaty 

of Lisbon even criminal matters will be referred to the European Court.

1.2.3 The Process of Constitutionalising the Treaty System

As we witnessed during the ratification process of the Treaty establishing a Constitution 

for Europe and the Lisbon Treaty the concept of constitutionality has become a political 

taboo. In the legal sphere, however, the actual development of EU law can hardly be 

contested. So what do we mean when referring to the constitutionalisation of EU law? 

As A. Stone Sweet describes8 it is above all  a gradual process by which European law 

has evolved from a set of legal standards binding primarily upon the Member States into 

a vertically integrated order. The sources of EU law - the Treaties, secondary legislation 

and the Court's case law - have penetrated into the system of national sources and these 

have begun to be reviewed under them. European law has indeed started to involve 

every natural or legal person to whom it confers directly enforceable rights.

a. The Constititonalisation Step by Step

The constitutionalisation of the EC/EU legal order has taken place in two waves.

Initially, in the years 1962 - 1979 the basic constitutional principles – supremacy and 

direct effect - were formulated, despite opposition of the Member States. According to 

the doctrine of direct effect, the norms of EU law can by directly applied in the Member 

8 STONE SWEET, Alec. Constitutional Dialogues in the European Community. In SLAUGHTER, 
Anne-Marie; WEILER, Joseph; STONE SWEET, Alec . The European Court and National Courts :  
Doctrine and Jurisprudence: Legal Change in Its Social Context. New York : Hart Publishing, 1998. 
p. 400. ISBN 1901362264.
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States and regulate legal relations of individuals.  Thanks to this doctrine, natural and 

legal  persons  are  allowed to  sue the Member States  for  failure to  comply with  the 

treaties and regulations,  or for not properly transposing provisions of directives into 

national law. In this period Court's case law strengthened the direct effect of regulations9 

and  introduced  the  direct  effect  of  provisions  of  the  treaties10 and  directives11.  The 

doctrine of supremacy makes non-applicable all  provisions of national laws that are 

contrary to EU law.  Even though they remain valid  the national  judicial  authorities 

cannot apply them. The principle of supremacy prevents national public authorities from 

invoking  their  own law in  cases  of  failure  to  secure  its  conformity  with  European 

legislation.

The second wave of constitutionalisation gave the national judges enhanced means to 

ensure  the  effectiveness  of  EU  law.  In  1983  the  doctrine  of  indirect  effect  was 

introduced, binding national judges to interpret national law conformably to EU law. 

The Court subsequently ruled that, whenever a directive has not been transposed at all 

or  has  not  been  transposed  properly,  national  courts  must  ensure  its  application 

indirectly via interpretation of national law12. The doctrine thus allows national judges 

to „rewrite“ national legislation in order to enable the application of European law in 

spite of shortcomings in its implementation. Consequently, EU law is applied to cases of 

individuals  indirectly.  Finally,  in  1990,  the  Court  formulated  the  doctrine  of 

governmental liability. According to it, a Member State can be held liable for damages 

caused to individuals by failure on its part to implement or apply a directive. At the 

same time the Court expects all the necessary proceedings to take place at the national 

level.  National  courts  are  therefore expected to  address these cases  a priori  without 

Court's interference.

In its jurisprudence, the Court thus designed a particular type of relationship between 

European  and  national  judiciaries  based  on  mutual  partnership  in  promoting 

9 Commission v. Italy, Case 39/72
10 Van Gend en Loos 26/62, Lütticke 57/65
11 Ratti 148/78, Marshall 152/84
12 Von Colson and Kamann 14/83
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constitutionality and rule of law in the European Union. Whenever national judges are 

supposed  to  hear  a  case  which  requires  application  of  EU  law,  they  become  truly 

European. In accordance with the doctrine of supremacy, they should give priority to 

EU legislation even over later adopted national laws, including constitutional ones. If 

national  judges  hesitate  about  interpretation  of  EU  law,  an  opportunity  to  seek  a 

preliminary ruling by the Court is offered to them. Unification of judicial interpretation 

of European law is thus secured.

b. Response by National Courts

The constitutionalisation has been described only from the Court's perspective so far. 

But that is only one side of the coin. The second one is represented by the reactions of 

national jurisdictions on Court's jurisprudence. As Šlosarčík13 points out it is necessary 

in this regard to distinguish between lower courts and supreme courts of the Member 

States.

The reaction of the lower courts was quite favourable as they enjoyed new possibilities 

that had opened to them. Thanks to the references for a preliminary ruling they could 

partially bypass the highest national courts and thanks to the doctrine of indirect effect 

they could shape national legislation. Even the Court strived to accommodate them. On 

the one hand its broad interpretation of the concepts of “court” and “tribunal” allowed to 

refer for a preliminary ruling even to institutions that did not fall under these terms at  

the national level. On the other hand poorly or awkwardly phrased references were also 

accepted by the Court. They were refused very rarely, for example if they were purely 

hypothetical14, occurred in proceedings initiated solely for the purpose of referring for a 

preliminary ruling15 or the original proceedings were already terminated16.  The rapid 

13 ŠLOSARČÍK, Ivo. Evropa soudců a Evropa politiků : Vliv ESD na vývoj evropské integrace. 
Mezinárodní vztahy [online].  2005-1-11, 2005, 1, [cit. 2010-10-28]. WWW: 
<http://www.europeum.org/doc/arch_eur/evropa_soudcu_evropa_politiku.pdf>.

14 Pasquale Foglia v. Mariella Novello, C-104/79
15 PreussenElektra, C-379/98
16 Teresa Zabala Erasun, C-422/93
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increase in the number of references suggests that the national judges learnt this new 

form of communication with the Court relatively easily and opened national judiciaries 

to a certain extent to the Court.

On the contrary,  the coexistence with the highest judicial authorities of the Member 

States was significantly more complicated. They saw in the constitutionalisation of EU 

law, as it was set by the Court, a threat not only for their prerogatives but also for the 

national legal orders as such. Especially the doctrine of supremacy turned out to be hard 

to digest.

It evolved in a delicate and very often conflictual dialogue of the Court with the Italian 

Constitutional  Court.  The doctrine  was declared  in  1964 in  the  Costa  case17.  When 

hearing  it  the  national  judge  referred  for  a  preliminary  ruling  both  to  the  Italian 

Constitutional  Court  and  to  the  European  Court.  Whereas  the  Constitutional  Court 

settled the conflict of European and national legislation on grounds of the lex posterior 

derogat  legi  priori  doctrine,  the  Court  countered  a  couple  of  months  later  by  the 

supremacy doctrine. However, the Constitutional Court refused to reflect it  for more 

than a decade. It was not until the Società industriali chimiche case in 1977 that the 

Italian judges started to change their mind. They allowed the national judges to abandon 

the  principle  of  lex  posterior  derogat  lagi  priori,  though  only  with  the  express 

permission  of  the  Constitutional  Court  for  each  particular  case.  But  of  course  in 

practice,  this  meant  enormous  delays  in  the  proceedings  where  EU law was  to  be 

applied at the expense of the national one. The Constitutional Court did not respond to 

this  problem  until  seven  years  later  when  the  doctrine  of  supremacy  was  finally 

confirmed in the Granital case. But even at that time the Constitutional Court stressed 

that this was based purely on its interpretation of the Italian Constitution and not on the 

Courts jurisprudence resulting from its interpretation of EU primary law.

17 Costa v. E.N.E.L., Case 6/64
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Similarly in  other  Member States,  the highest  judicial  authorities  grudged to accept 

legitimacy of such decisions of the Court. France is certainly worth mentioning as it is  

generally considered to  be the engine of  integration.  Each of France's  three highest 

judicial bodies pronounced on the doctrine of supremacy. The most hostile approach 

was taken by the administrative one - the Conseil d'Etat. The French judges recognized 

that under article 55 of the Constitution of 1958 treaties took precedence over statutes 

but in the same breath added it was not their responsibility to review them, as this power 

was vested exclusively in the Conseil constitutionnel. It took them 25 years to reassess 

their  position.  Finally,  in  1989  they  tacitly  accepted  the  supremacy doctrine  in  the 

Nicolo case by mere reference to article 55 without  even mentioning the Court  or 

European law. Standoffish attitude of the House of Lords - the United Kingdom's final 

judicial authority of that time - can be hardly surprising. The doctrine of Parliamentary 

sovereignty - centrepiece  of  the  British  constitutional  system - implies  prohibition  of 

judicial  review of  legislation  and  a  rigid  lex  posterior  principle.  UK courts  settled 

conflicts between national and European law in two ways: (i) Either they relied upon the 

principle  of  “implied  repeal”  and  opted  for  the  national  law,  thus  violating  the 

jurisprudence of the Court, or (ii) they ensured compatibility of the national norm by its 

euroconform interpretation. This situation lasted until 1991 when the House of Lords 

formally accepted the supremacy doctrine.

c. Final Remarks

The  process  of  constitutionalisation  was  not  a  priori  assumed  when  the  Founding 

Treaties were drafted. It evolved organically in the jurisprudence of the European Court 

and in  its  gradual  acceptance by the highest  national  judicial  authorities.  Their  role 

cannot be underestimated. It was their willingness to take on the direction set out by the 

European Court which became the benchmark of constitutionalisation. But it does not 

mean that after the doctrines of direct effect and supremacy had been established and 

the  standard  of  protection  of  fundamental  rights  at  the  European  level - another 

unforeseen consequence of constitutionalisation -had progressively increased, it stopped 
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sparkling between the European Court and the national courts.  On the contrary,  the 

development of European integration and especially European Court's contributions to it 

gave new opportunities for confrontations. This was confirmed for the last time by the 

Mangold case18 when the European Court held that non-discrimination on grounds of 

age  is  a  general  principle  of  EU  law  whose  “observance  […]  cannot  as  such  be 

conditional  upon  the  expiry  of  the  period  allowed  the  Member  States  for  the 

transposition of a directive”. This bold activism resulted in a fierce wave of criticism 

not only on the part of legal scholars but also within the Court itself19. The fact, that in 

the end the German Constitutional Court decided to pour oil on troubled waters and 

accepted the decision without major problems, does not change much in this respect. 

The  constitutionalisation  process  has  thus  given  a  pretext  for  questioning  Court's 

legitimacy, in the past and in the future as well20.

1.2.4 Judicial Lawmaking – Case Study

In this  chapter  I  would like to show how the Court gradually develops  EU law. In 

almost sixty years of its existence the Court has shaped European law by its decisions 

relating to virtually all domains of European integration. The Judges have efficiently 

used the powers granted to them by the  Treaties extending them by interpretation of 

Article 19 TEU (ex Article 220 of the TEC) stating that the Court shall ensure that in the 

interpretation  and application  of  the  Treaties  the  law is  observed..  They formulated 

principles of direct  effect  and supremacy21,  human rights and fundamental  freedoms 

18 Case C-144/04
19 Félix Palacios de la Villa v. Cortefiel Servicios SA, Case C-411/05, opinion of Slovak Advocate 

General Ján Mazák
20 For example, when the Constitutional Court of the Czech Republic was reviewing constitutionality of 

the Treaty of Lisbon (ref. no. Pl.ÚS 29/09), a group of Czech Senators expressed concerns about 
future evolution of the relationship between the European Court and national constitutional courts. In 
the reasoning of their allegations of incompatibility of Article 19(1) of the TEU (providing for judicial 
interpretation of  EU law) with Article  87(2)  of  the Czech Constitution (providing for  mandatory 
review of certain international treaties in terms of their constitutionality before their ratification) they 
declared that the principle of supremacy of EU law, whose source the jurisprudence of the Court is,  
might  result  in  supremacy  of  Court's  legal  opinion  over  legal  opinions  of  Member  States'  
constitutional courts.

21 Van Gend en Loos 26/62, Costa 6/64, Simmenthal II. 106/77
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protected  by  the  acquis  communautaire22,  developed  the  single  market  and  its  four 

freedoms23,  EU  competition  law24,  direct  effect  of  directives25 or  non-contractual 

liability of the EC/EU26.

To demonstrate how the Court progressively creates law I have chosen the example of 

education  policy  jurisprudence  as  described  by  Šlosarčík.  He  describes  how  the 

European Court has extended the right of citizens of the EU to study in another Member 

State under the same conditions as the citizens of this State. At the beginning European 

primary and secondary law guaranteed  this  right  only to  foreigners  working  in  the 

Member State concerned and their family members. By its teleological approach the 

Court has generalized this right giving it to every citizen of the EU27. A couple of years 

later the Court even confirmed the Commission is competent to adopt legally binding 

measures  in  this  respect28.  First  the  Court  focused  on  elimination  of  any  kind  of 

discrimination in conditions for admission and in payment of study fees. Later Court's 

attention aimed at equal access to scholarships and grants. Finally the right to access to 

social  security system after three years of studies was confirmed by the Court.  The 

European  Court  has  managed  to  carry  its  point  in  this  respect  even  against  some 

Member State's will. Especially Great Britain was very reluctant to such principles due 

to big influx of students from other countries which was not enough compensated by the 

interest of the British to study abroad.

1.3 Conclusion

The Court of Justice of the European Union is not a standard international judicial body. 

As  was  proved  in  the  chapter  1.2  the  Court  is  much  more  influential  than  other 

22 Nold 4/73, Stauder 29/69, Hauer 44/79, Hoechst 46/87
23 Cassis de Dijon 120/78, Keck C-267/91, Silhouette C-355/96, Bosman C-415/93, Van Duyn 41/74
24 Shell T-11/89, Wood Pulp 89, 104, 114, 116, 117, 125-129/85, Völk 5/69, Chiquita 27/76, Continental 

Can 6/72, Volkswagen T-132/96 and T-143/96
25 Ratti 148/78, Marshall 152/84
26 Schoppenstedt 5/71
27 Forcheri, C-152/82, Gravier, C-293/83 and Paulin, C-357/89
28 Erasmus C-242/89
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international tribunals thanks to its ex ante obligatory jurisdiction, its power to impose 

fines (lump sums or penalties) and thanks to the existence of the Commission as general 

prosecutor. In addition to these mechanisms its jurisdiction is also much wider. Besides 

its  role  of  international  arbitrator  the  Court  fulfils  tasks  that,  at  the  national  level, 

usually belong to specialized jurisdictions – constitutional, administrative, civil or even 

criminal one. Its influence also arises from the very nature of EU law. The principles of 

direct effect and supremacy, also formulated by the Court, guarantee that European law 

shaped by Court's decisions has significant influence on legal orders of the Member 

States and  everyday life  of  their  citizens.  And it  was  precisely in promoting these 

principles within the constitutionalisation of EC/EU legal order that the Court had to 

face a huge backlash of the national judicial authorities challenging legitimacy of its 

decisions. The constitutionalisation of EU law has been, is and probably will be the 

generator of doubts about legitimacy of the Court and its decisions.

The difference in quality of the European judiciary has necessarily had to be projected 

into the architecture of  the Court  of Justice of  the European Union.  Its  progressive 

growth  and  creation  of  new  bodies  as  well  as  increase  of  case  load  were  natural 

consequences of the aforementioned.

In addition to already announced principles of supremacy and direct effect the Court 

formulated or formed among others the standard of protection of human rights at the 

European level,  the four freedoms of  the single market,  EU competition law,  direct 

effect  of  directives  or  non-contractual  liability  of  the  EC/EU. Many principles  thus 

declared were later enacted in primary law.

As  shown  by  the  example  of  education  policy,  the  European  Court  can  have  a 

significant influence on final shape of EU law. This fact itself should be reflected in 

claims for its legitimacy. Moreover, if we realize that the material with which the Court 

in these cases works, regulations and directives, is a product of the legislative process, 
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which is also often reproached the democratic deficit29, it is evident that the claims for 

the legitimacy of the Court and its power of argumentation will not diminish. It is rather 

obvious that the Court will have to seek for other sources of legitimacy of its decisions.

Considering the importance of the European Court for the integration and its influence 

on the national legal orders, as it was described above, I believe it is legitimate to ask 

for a closer look at the reasons why the Court and its jurisprudence should be accepted 

as they are. Even though it is not possible to conceive legitimacy of the judiciary in the 

traditional way, as we are accustomed to in the case of representative bodies, this issue 

deserves our attention. But of course, it is quite possible that the necessity of searching 

for new models of legitimacy, more suitable for the judiciary, will arise. Emphasis will  

have to be put on Court's relationship with the Member States, especially with their  

highest judicial bodies, as it is where conflicts usually occur together with subsequent 

questioning of Court's legitimacy.

Let us see then how much truth there is in the  former Judge Mancini's comment on 

European Court's  legitimacy that  “few Supreme courts  in  the  western  world  are  so 

lacking in links with democratic government”30.

29 BELLING, Vojtěch . Problém demokratické legitimity EU. 6.2.2009, [cit. 2010-12-29]. WWW: 
<http://www.obcinst.cz/cs/Problem-demokraticke-legitimity-EU-c1410/>.

30 See p. 201 in DOUGLAS-SCOTT, Sionaidh . Constitutional law of the European Union : Law in  
Focus. 1 edition. Oxford : Longman, 2002. 608 p. ISBN 0582317177.
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II. Legitimacy – What Does It Stand For?

2.1 The Concept of Legitimacy

The concept of legitimacy is widely applied in social sciences. Even as a legal term we 

can find it in various contexts31. But it goes far beyond the field of legal science. In the 

most general terms it denotes the rightfulness of what it is attributed to. Hence it is 

primarily a philosophical category and as such much more subjective and volatile than a 

lawyer would like. In political and legal philosophy we define it as the justificatory link 

between the incumbent (state, supranational entity) and those who are subordinate to its 

power  and  in  a  democratic  society  also  considered  the  primary  source  of  power 

(democratic legitimacy). It is thus also the link between the law as a product of the state 

and those who are its subordinates. It leads to adhesion of the society to the established 

order and thereby to its stabilization. It is a prerequisite of its duration.

In his  Theory of  Social  and Economic Organisation Max Weber  distinguishes  three 

types of legitimate authority32:

a) Charismatic authority,

b) Traditional authority and

c) Rational-legal authority.

31 In family law it denotes  the status of a child who is born to parents who are legally married to one 
another, or who is born shortly after the parents' marriage ends. In criminal law, especially in French 
speaking countries, we use it  to express legality of use of violence for self-defense or defense of  
another  (légitime défense).  In  adjective law we use the concept of  legitimate expectations of  the 
parties.

32 WEBER, Max. The Theory of Social and Economic Organisation. New York: Oxford University 
Press, New York, Inc., 1947. The Three Types of Authority and Imperative Co-ordination, p. 436.
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In the case of rational-legal  authority legitimacy of institutions derives from legally 

established  impersonal  order.  The  traditional  authority  derives  its  legitimacy  from 

longevity by customs. And the charismatic authority is based upon the perception that 

the leader is an outstanding personality particularly well suited for execution of power. 

But of course, none of these three ideal types is usually to be found in pure form. The 

legitimacy of orders, establishments and institutions stems from variations of these three 

sources  

Pierre Calame33 fosters  we should abandon the idea that in a democratic society, the 

legality alone is a sufficient source of legitimacy.  He challenges the assumption that 

mere compliance with legal norms built on democratic values leads to full legitimization 

of power structures. If in theory general acceptance of power is manifested by majority 

vote on constitution and laws and its specific modalities are agreed with by the nation in 

general elections, then social reality is much more complicated. Stumbling block lies in 

the  lack  of  society-wide interest  in  public  affairs. This  may be  due  to  a  variety of 

reasons, some of which lie directly in civil society (plain indifference or even laziness 

of citizens), others outside it (excessive complexity and incomprehensibility of political 

issues and the resulting gap between political life and personal life of ordinary citizens 

they are unable to overcome on their own)34. Instead of being the cornerstone of society 

the Constitution becomes an abstract document for professionals and democratic rules 

of  the  game,  no  matter  how  sophisticated  they  are,  may  result  in  the  tyranny  of 

democratically  elected  representatives.  Legitimizing  chain  of  direct  elections  and 

appointments  by  the  directly  elected is  thus  weakened  and  in  danger  of  de  facto 

disappearance.

Pierre Calame further identifies five qualities of legitimate governance. In his view it 

has to:

33 CALAME,  Pierre.  la  Démocratie  en  miettes  :  Pour  une  révolution  de  la  gouvernance  .  Paris : 
Descartes & Cie, 2003. 331 p. WWW: <http://www.institut-gouvernance.org/fr/analyse/fiche-analyse-
24.html>. ISBN 2844460542.

34 On suprantional level, this argument becomes even more apt.
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a) respond to a need felt by the community,

b) be based on collectively recognized values and principles,

c) be equitable,

d) be efficiently exercised by responsible and trustworthy rulers and

e) apply the principle of least constraint.

Ad a) The constraint is accepted in proportion to its need. Once the public need stops 

being urgent and evident restrictions adopted to ensure it lose their legitimacy in the 

eyes of the public and everybody inclines to evade them. On the other hand a need 

strongly felt  by the  public  serves  as  a  mobilizing factor  allowing maximum use of 

available potential. For example, raising money for victims of natural disasters often 

takes place spontaneously just because we consider it to be the right thing to do. This 

also  implies  the importance of  the  principle  of  subsidiarity,  under  which  the public 

needs are met at the lowest possible level of public governance which is the closest to 

the citizens and thus is more easily adapted to the needs of a given place and time.

Ad b) Division  between  public  and  private  morality  is  an  illusion.  Values  that  we 

profess in private life ought to have their counterparts in society. Otherwise there is a 

serious risk of marginalisation of individuals and if this phenomenon contaminates the 

whole society it may lead to its fragmentation. In this respect the cultural rooting of 

power  is  very  important.  Every  society  has  its  own  conception  of  justice,  its  own 

methods for conflict resolution, its own modalities of exercise of power. And these must 

be respected. Consequently every supranational entity and its institutions have to learn 

the art of searching for unity in diversity. While on the one hand it has to respect local 

particularisms and allow to the fullest extent possible their practice, on the other hand it 

also must be based on commonly shared values ensuring its stability.

Ad c) Legitimacy of power must arise from equity that should be felt  by all  social 

actors – States, non-governmental organizations, citizens etc. In case of abuse of power, 

whether legalized or not, this feeling quickly disappears. In order that taken measures 

are accepted as just and legitimate, interests of all concerned must be taken into account 

and  set  priorities  must  respond to  their  real  needs.  As  long  as  the  few unilaterally 
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determine direction for the many without their proper involvement in decision making 

the latter tend to revolt35. For the subjective sense of justice it is more important to know 

that one's views have been listened to, heard and taken into account rather than that law 

was strictly followed. Individual or State, powerful or weak, rich or poor, no one must 

feel  that  he suffers  injustice.  For  the  sake  of  fairness  it  is  also very important  that 

sanctions for breach of laws have a deterrent effect even on the strongest and richest36.

Ad d) Whatever power control mechanisms there are in the society it is still the very 

legitimacy of the incumbent (from top political leaders to subordinate officials), which 

gives  them  the  right  to  impose  duties  in  the  public  interest  and  demand  their 

implementation. For this reason their justifiability is crucial. Legitimacy of each holder 

of  power  is  assessed  from several  viewpoints:  (i)  whether  the  power is  carried  out 

according to  predetermined rules,  (ii)  whether  entrusted to the hands of those who 

really deserve it (by their background, skills, experiences etc.), (iii) whether actually 

used for the common good.

Ad e)  It  is  a certain kind of art  whose purpose is  to maintain unity in  the greatest 

possible  diversity  which  allows  everybody  to  get  arranged  as  he  desires.  It  means 

achieving one's objectives at the lowest cost and with the smallest possible resistance. 

Since the public power restricts everyone's freedom it must be possible to verify that 

these sacrifices do not come to naught. The more the governance proves its capacity in 

this respect the more legitimate it will be.

The last dimension of legitimacy to be depicted in this chapter is developed in the works 

of  prof.  Scharpf37 and  prof.  Lasser38.  Both  of  them  make  similar  observations 

35 These behavioral patterns can be observed in the relations of the Court of Justice of the European 
Union with the supreme judicial authorities of the Member States (See the process of establishment of 
principle of supremacy in chapter 1.2.3).

36 This conclusion is in line with Gary Becker's conclusions on criminology and the famous adage of the 
famous American film director Stanley Kubrick who said: "Big states behave like gangsters while 
small states behave like prostitutes".ý

37 SCHARPF , Fritz W. Governing in Europe : Effective and Democratic? . New York : Oxford 
University Press, 1999. 256 p. ISBN 0198295464.

38 LASSER, Mitchel Anticipating three models of judicial control, debate and legitimacy: the European 
Court of Justice, the Cour de cassation and the United States Supreme Court. In Jean Monnet working 
paper. New York : NYU School of Law, 2003. p. 56. WWW: 
<http://centers.law.nyu.edu/jeanmonnet/papers/03/030101.pdf>.
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independently of  one  the  other.  Whereas  prof.  Scharpf  uses  terms  input  and output 

legitimacy,  prof.  Lasser  talks  about  institutional  and  argumentative  dimension  of 

legitimacy. Input legitimacy is characterized as government “by the people”. It reflects 

the way in which the constituents participate on the formation and operation of the 

power structure. Output legitimacy is government “for the people” and it relies on the 

results  of  activity  of  the  power  structure39.  Similarly  Mitchel  Lasser  describes 

legitimacy of the French Cour de cassation as predominantly institutional because it is 

mainly defined by the manner in which the French judges are educated and trained and 

by the manner of their  appointment. In contrast,  the legitimacy of the United States 

Supreme Court, or rather its case-law, is he says predominantly argumentative as it lies 

in the judicial decisions themselves and in the persuasive power of their  arguments. 

Pursuant to these theories we can distinguish legitimacy of three different levels. First it 

is  (i)  the  legitimacy of  social  phenomenon  as  such  (for  example  the  legitimacy of 

European  integration),  followed  by  (ii)  the  legitimacy  of  each  of  its  institutions 

(institutional  legitimacy)  and  finally  (iii)  the  legitimacy  of  the  products  of  these 

institutions, such as decisions of judicial bodies (argumentative legitimacy).

2.2 Legitimacy and Justice

So far the concept of legitimacy has been dealt with in general terms. Given that in the 

following text it  will be applied only in the domain of the judiciary it  is more than 

necessary to focus now on its role therein. Legitimacy of judiciary cannot be assessed as 

we  are  traditionally  used  to  in  the  case  of  the  other  branches  of  power.  It  is  

predetermined by the tasks that are entrusted to the courts and that they have to fulfil. 

Their raison d'être is the resolution of disputes under law.  But as professor Cepl used to 

say,  law  cannot  be  written.  Consequently,  especially  the  supreme  courts  and  the 

constitutional courts are inevitably obliged to shape the legal system by their case-law. 

And what kind of legitimacy do they need to address these functions?

39 For the purposes of this paper, the results are the case-law of the European Court.
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As has been already explained in the previous text, legitimacy expresses general belief 

that a given power should be respected as rightful. But to what extent does this belief 

really have  to  be  general  in  the  case of  the  judiciary?  The issues  addressed by the 

supreme courts are very often too abstract to be fully understood by laymen and are 

usually  quite  remote  to  ordinary citizens.  In  short,  they do  not  ask  themselves  the 

question of rightfulness of the judicial power, they simply accept it as it is. And if they 

still felt the need for changes in judicial decision making, they would probably use the 

means of the legislative power changing the relevant provisions of laws. So the question 

of legitimacy of the judiciary is largely confined to the community of lawyers and state 

officials (interested civil society) who are due to their professional orientation not only 

able to understand these issues but also take a long term interest in them.

At the national level,  this  problem is  largely latent.  It  is  so thanks to two principal 

reasons. First, there is a single system of professional chambers and associations, courts 

and prosecutors  completed by a  uniform institutional  background for  education and 

training of future and current lawyers. This provides a certain internal coherence of the 

community. Its members are indoctrinated since the beginning by the same values and 

ways of their implementation. If this system is set up correctly, its future evolution is 

determined  by  the  personalities  that  are  generally  respected  for  their  professional 

qualities and moral credit. Views formulated by the judges of the supreme courts and by 

scholars are then more easily accepted. Second, there is only one system of legal norms 

based on one system of values.  It  reduces the risk of conflicts  that could lead to a 

questioning of legitimacy. The argumentation of judges while justifying their decision is 

thus facilitated and more likely to be generally accepted.40 Yet even here the conflict 

spills  over  sometimes  between  the  highest  constitutional  institutions  which  are  not 

subordinated to one another41.

40 For further reading on the legitimacy of the judiciary at the national level, see LASSER, Mitchel. 
Judicial deliberations : a comparative analysis of judicial transparency and legitimacy . New York : 
Oxford University Press, 2004. 382 p. ISBN 0199274126.

41 As an exemple we may mention the conflicts between the Supreme Court and the Constitutional Court 
or between the President and the Constitutional Court in the Czech Republic.
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At the  supranational  level,  the  situation  is  rather  different. There  is  a  much  bigger 

pluralism at all levels.  Lawyers are otherwise trained and educated in Germany, Spain 

or Italy.  The situation is  different  in the Scandinavian countries,  not to mention the 

United Kingdom and Ireland. Each Member State has its own supreme judicial bodies. 

And we have to add to this judicial, educational and other institutions that are purely 

European. Every Member State has its own legal system with its own traditions based 

on its particular value orientation that slightly differs from the others. Moreover, if we 

consider  that  the  development  of  European  law limits  effectively the  national  legal 

systems, and therefore the supreme and constitutional courts of the Member States, it is 

natural  that  the  resulting  mixture  is  full  of  internal  contradictions  and  animosities. 

Addressing the legitimacy of the European judiciary, therefore, lies in finding ways of 

harmonious  coexistence  of  the  aforementioned  actors,  so  that  they  are  mutually 

supportive and complementary. Once again it is a quest for unity in diversity.

But how to achieve this goal? And what role the Court of Justice of the European Union 

should play in such a system? How should it function? First of all we should ask what  

qualities courts  of justice and judges should possess in order to fulfil  properly their 

primary function, i.e. to settle disputes under law. Independence, impartiality, efficiency 

and quality of the decisions are the most  relevant aims of every judicial system. In this 

respect the Court does not make any  exception. But I would insist that the expression 

“quality of the decisions” has a slightly different meaning at the European level than it  

has at the national one. It results again from the abovementioned pluralism. On the one 

hand  the  European  judiciary  has  to  apply  EU  law  and  ensure  its  progressive 

development  and on the other  hand it  is  equally important  for  the Court  to coexist 

harmoniously  with  the  highest  national  judicial  authorities - the  guardians  of  the 

national legal orders. This places additional demands upon the quality of the Court's 

decisions and it also requires highly developed ability to communicate with the national 

courts of justice, one could even say diplomatic skills on its side. Therefore the ability 

to communicate with the national courts is another indispensable quality of the Court. 

To  this  we  can  add  requirements  for  gender-balanced  composition  of  the  Court  or 

similar claims relating to the representation of minorities.
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The  aforementioned  qualities  correspond  to  the  functional  conception  of  judicial 

legitimacy, as formulated by Gil Carlos Rodriguez Inglesias42. The judiciary can thus, as 

an  embodiment  of  the rule  of  law,  carry out  its  function of  a  counterweight  to  the 

dictatorship of the majority. However, Inglesias is not yet fully satisfied and his further 

reflexions result in claims for democratic legitimacy of the judicial power since it is 

seen as a key political player.  In such a case, the judiciary must rely on a strong and 

unbroken legitimation chain.

We can say that demands on the Court in these respects have been constantly increasing 

along with the constitutionalisation of EU law and raising standards of protection of 

human  rights  at  the  European  level.  At  the  time  of  the  creation  of  the  European 

Communities  nobody  probably  anticipated  the  influence  the  Court  will  gradually 

acquire, partly by progressive extension of areas regulated by European law and partly 

by its own endeavour. The evolution of European integration has advanced to such a 

stage that a catalogue of fundamental rights makes an integral part of the primary law. 

The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union contains an entire chapter 

dedicated to  the standards of modern judiciary. Another chapter targets equality and 

non-discrimination with particular emphasis on equality between men and women in 

Article 23. To ensure effectively compliance with these values the European Court itself 

must be their embodiment. Moreover, after the ratification of the European Convention 

on Human Rights by the Union the Court will  become subject  to review in terms of 

Article 6 of the Convention.

The extent to which various judicial  institutions meet these standards depends upon 

multiple criteria such as the methods of selection of judges, the size and composition of 

courts, as well as the legal regulation of the proceedings. In the following chapters these 

issues will be dealt with. For the sake of clarity and preservation of order, they will be 

divided into two parts: (i.) First, we are going to focus on the methods of selection of 

42 INGLESIAS, Gil Carlos Rodriguez. The Judge Confronts Himself as Judge. In BADINTER, Robert; 
BREYER, Stephen G. Judges in Contemporary Democracy. New YorK and London : New York 
University Press, 2004. p. 42. ISBN 0-8147-9926-4.
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judges. They mirror the institutional, or input, legitimacy of the judiciary. Regarding 

Calame's  criteria,  the fourth quality of legitimate governance,  i.e.  the quality of  the 

selected, is naturally accentuated herein. But as we will witness in the next chapter, even 

the other criteria will find their place and application. Equity will find its expression in 

the principle of equal treatment of the candidates and in assessment on grounds of merit. 

The principle of least constraint is to be found in supranational guidelines for national 

nominations  of  future  judges  and  the  criteria  of  collectively recognized  values  and 

principles  is  a   conditio  sine  qua  non of  any procedure  at  the  supranational  level. 

Perhaps only the criterion of “need felt by the community” can be in a certain sense 

seen  as  an  obstacle  insomuch  that  the  Masters  of  the  Treaties  do  not  seem to  be 

interested in the need for change in this  area. (ii.)  Then we will  examine the actual  

functioning of the European judiciary with an emphasis on ability to communicate with 

relevant bodies at the national level. This is the incarnation of output and argumentative 

legitimacy where  all  Calame's  criteria  ought  to  be fully manifested.  As for  Weber's 

conception, the purpose of legitimacy seeking, in the case of the European Court, is to 

find  the  optimal  manner  in  which  judges'  charisma  and  persuasiveness  of  their 

reasoning will  provide their  utmost  support  to  Court's  rational-legal  legitimacy thus 

outweighing the traditional legitimacy of the national judiciaries.
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III. Selection of Judges

The ability of the judiciary to perform its tasks depends on a variety of factors. Many of 

them are very difficult to predict and purely extralegal. Their importance increases in 

periods of dramatic social changes which are mostly associated with disintegration of 

existing power structures. On the contrary, in periods of relative political stability the 

factors that are largely predictable, thus eligible to be subject to legal regulation, come 

to the fore. Given that this work is primarily legal in nature, we will further concentrate 

on  the  latter.  In  this  chapter  it  is  going  to  be  one  of  the  most  important  of 

them - methods and modalities of selection of judges.

When  selecting  judges  we  should  especially  take  into  account  the  requirements  of 

judicial independence and impartiality, professional skills of the candidates, their moral 

credit and the need for diverse representation. The latter cannot be understood only as 

the  necessity  of  representation  of  the  Member  States.  Its  meaning  is  broader  and 

encompasses representation of various constituents of European society,  in particular 

the gender balance of the Court and perhaps even representation of minorities. Even the 

length of term in office is far from being completely innocent in terms of legitimacy.

3.1 The Comparative Perspective

Now we are going to use the comparative method to look for optimal solutions for 

Court's legitimacy. We are going to compare international judicial institutions as well as 

various models of appointment of judges at the national level. The findings will then be 

applied to the Court of Justice of the European Union.
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3.1.1 International Judiciaries - Comparative Study

Comparison with other international judicial bodies can provide us with many valuable 

incentives  regarding the models  and methods  to  be applied in  selection procedures. 

Given  that  some  of  the  institutions  have  existed  for  quite  a  long  time  without 

undergoing any significant reform in this respect while others are relatively recent, we 

will also be able to observe how the procedures of appointment  have developed in past 

decades. The issue will  be divided into three parts. (i.)  First  we will  be engaged in 

comparison of qualification the candidates have to possess in order to be eligible for 

appointment.  (ii.) Then we will focus on national nomination procedure (iii.) to end up 

comparing international appointment procedures.  In this manner, we will compare the 

European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), the International Court of Justice (ICJ), the 

International Criminal Court (ICC),  the International Tribunal for the Prosecution of 

Persons  Responsible  for  Serious  Violations  of  International  Humanitarian  Law 

Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia  (ICTY) and the African Court on 

Human  and  People's  Rights  (ACHPR)  which  has  come  into  being  recently.  The 

comparison will be based on an analysis of the fundamental documents relating to these 

institutions and on the report Judicial Independence: Law and Practice of Appointments  

to the European Court of Human Rights43. But before we start comparing I would like to 

stress  at  this  point  that,  unlike  the  European  Court,  these  judicial  bodies  are  not 

inherently  supranational,  perhaps  with  the  only  exception  of  the  ECHR. This  fact 

obviously implies certain limits on the applicability of our findings to the European 

Court.

a. Qualification for Judicial Office

Altogether, the founding documents of international judicial institutions chime in on the 

requirements of “high moral credit” and “recognised competence”. Many of them also 

43 LIMBACH, Jutta , et al. Judicial Independence : Law and Practice of Appointments to the European  
Court of Human Rights [online]. London : Interights , May 2003 [cit. 2010-11-20]. WWW: 
<http://www.interights.org/jud-ind-en/index.html>.
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contain the  requirement of “qualification for high judicial office at the national level”. 

In addition to the European Court, it is for example the ECHR, the ICJ or the ICTY. 

Some also specifically require the candidates to possess qualities such as “integrity” and 

“impartiality”44. Furthermore, professional expertise in the field of operation of the court 

is  usually requested.  It  is  so typically in  the case of human rights and international 

criminal law45. Since  the Convention is silent on this matter, The European Court of 

Human Rights makes an important exception in this respect.

Generally  speaking,  we  can  say that  the  statutes  of  newly  established  international 

courts  contain  more  elaborate  regulations  of  the  appointment  of  judges.  The  Rome 

Statute establishing the ICC is a good example of this phenomenon. In addition to the 

basic criteria it further provides for two more specific ones which are to be applied 

alternatively. Every candidate for election to the ICC shall:

(i)     Have established competence in criminal law and procedure, and the necessary 

relevant experience, whether as judge, prosecutor, advocate or in other similar capacity, 

in criminal proceedings; or

(ii)     Have  established  competence  in  relevant  areas  of  international  law  such  as 

international humanitarian law and the law of human rights, and extensive experience in 

a professional legal capacity which is of relevance to the judicial work of the Court.46

On grounds of these criteria, the candidates are subsequently divided into two groups 

which are further used as the basis for the selection of judges.  The Rome Statute also 

requires the State Parties to complement each nomination by a statement specifying how 

the candidate meets the qualification standards imposed on him or her. Furthermore, the 

44 Article 31 of the African Charter on Human and People's Rights, Article 13 of the Statute of the ICTY.
45 See for example: article 52 (1) of the American Convention on Human Rights, article 31 (1) of the 

Africain Charter on Human and People's Rights, article 28 (2) of the International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights or article 36 (3) of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.

46 Article 36 (3) (b) of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.
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Statute provides for auxiliary criteria,  such as the  need to include judges with legal 

expertise on specific issues and the need for a fair representation of female and male 

judges, that the State Parties ought to take into account in the nomination procedures.47

Although the gender balance of the judiciary remains only a complementary criterion 

even in the case of the recently established international judicial bodies48 (and in the 

case of their elderly counterparts is completely missing) this evolution can be surely 

seen as a step in the right direction.  Gender issues are certainly not confined to the 

international courts and tribunals. It is a challenge for the whole society and it deserves 

further elaboration.

b. Nomination Procedures

Most fundamental documents and statutes of international courts of justice are based on 

the assumption that nomination of candidates for judges is a sovereign prerogative of 

the  Member  States.  Therefore,  they  neither  provide  for  legal  regulation  of  the 

aforementioned nor interfere otherwise. There are two exceptions to this rule: the ICJ 

and its younger companion - the ICC. In this respect, the ICC deserves special attention.

The Statute of the International Court of Justice imposes two basic restrictions on the 

State  Parties.  First,  the  candidates  are  not  directly  nominated  by  the  governments. 

Instead,  this  task  is  entrusted  to  the  National  Groups  of  the  Permanent  Court  of 

Arbitration (PCA), i.e. to the four jurists who can be called upon to serve as members of 

an arbitral  tribunal  under  the Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907.  A professional 

element is thus integrated into the system. If any State Party to the Statute of the ICJ is 

not represented in the PCA, an ad hoc National Group is created under the same rules 

solely for the purpose of nomination49.  This is the case of a large number of the State 

47 Article 36 (8) of the Rome Statute.
48 Article 13 (1) (b) of the Statute of the ICTY, article 12 (2) of the Protocol to the African Charter on the 

Human and People's Rights on the Establishment of an African Court on Human and People's Rights, 
article 36 (8) (a) (iii) of the Rome Statute.

49 Article 4 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice
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Parties50 and  their  National  Groups  are  consequently  established,  so  to  speak,“on 

demand“. This might be a stumbling block of the procedure. The fact that the National 

Groups can nominate their own members also appears to be problematic. The second 

restriction lies in the involvement of the professional community. The State Parties are 

encouraged to consult their highest court of justice, their legal faculties and schools of 

law,  and  their  national  academies  and  national  sections  of  international  academies 

devoted to the study of law51.

At first glance it might seem that the Rome Statute does not bring anything new while 

giving the State Parties two options: either to use the ICJ nomination procedure, or to 

use their national procedure for the appointment of the highest domestic judges. In both 

cases a well established method is to be applied. The Rome Statute does not introduce 

them,  it  only  provides  for  their  incorporation.  It  is  a  significant  strengthening  of 

transparency what makes it  so innovative.  The State Parties have to justify in detail 

every nomination in order to demonstrate how the candidates meet the qualification 

requirements stipulated in the Statute. The justificatory statements are then posted on 

the internet along with other information relating to the candidates. The interested civil 

society - judges, scholars, non-governmental organisations etc. - is thus involved in the 

procedure. The second notable feature of the ICC system is the possibility to establish 

an advisory committee on nominations as a body of the Assembly of State Parties. Even 

though it is a mere possibility, not an obligation, this provision embodies a significant 

shift towards recognising the need for international oversight of nomination procedures. 

The ICC may therefore serve as a model which is in many respects worthy to follow and 

develop.

50 While all 192 Member States of the United Nations are parties to the Statute of the ICJ, only 111 
States have acceded to one or both of the PCA's founding conventions (For more information see: 
http://www.pca-cpa.org/showpage.asp?pag_id=1038)

51 Article 6 of the Statute of the ICJ
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c. Election of Judges

In principle, international judges are elected52. A common vice of the procedures is that 

members of the electing body usually have relatively superficial information about the 

candidates  and  become  subject  to  political  pressures  and  lobbying. Their  low 

participation in the election is also quite characteristic53. Lord Hardy of Wath's comment 

on election of judges of the ECHR54 is more than eloquent:

„I served on the Council of Europe for over 20 years. I ceased to be a member last  

September, but for l2 or 13 years I led my party's delegation. For a great deal of that  

time I and other British members were incensed and dissatisfied at the way in which the  

Council  of  Europe  elected  judges.  That  did  not  apply  necessarily  to  the  British  

nominees, but I raised in our political group on several occasions the absurd situation  

which then applied. We would be presented with the names of three people. We would be  

told to vote for one of them but, usually, no one told us anything about the three people.  

One could sometimes obtain a little  information from the delegation of  the country  

whose judges we were about to select. However, sometimes we would have been better  

off sticking a pin in the piece of paper to determine our choice of vote. Indeed, on a  

number of occasions I flatly refused to exercise the vote because I knew nothing about  

the candidates.“

As a rule, international judges are elected for a longer period, but not for lifetime, and 

may  be  re-elected55.  Regarding  the  length  of  term  in  office  the  ICTY  makes  an 
52 The only significant  exception is  the Court  of  Justice  of  the European Union whose  Judges  and 

Advocates-General  are  appointed  by  common  accord  of  the  governments  of  the  Member  States 
(article 19 (2) of the TEU) or more precisely by the Council acting unanimously in the case of the  
Civil Service Tribunal (article 257 of the TFEU).

53 The report  Judicial  Independence:  Law and Practice  of  Appointments  to  the  European Court  of  
Human Rights states that „[w]hile in the morning session 238 parliamentarians voted for the Deputy 
General Secretary of the Council of Europe, that afternoon only 127 votes were cast in respect of the 
appointment of the Polish judge“.

54 House  of  Lords,  13  July  1998,  Hansard,Volume  592,  Number  185,  page  81.  WWW: 
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/lords/1998/jul/13/european-court-of-human-rights

55 Judges of the ICJ for nine years and may be re-elected (article 13of the Statute of the ICJ), judges of 
the ICC for nine years without possibility of re-election (article 36 (9) (a) of the Statute of the ICC), 
judges of the ECHR for nine years and may be re-elected (article 40 (1) of the Convention), judges of 
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exception,  as its judges serve a four-year term. This example probably is  not worth 

following. Short terms together with the possibility of re-election may tempt the sitting 

judges to „lead the campaign“ when hearing disputes. The opposite can be said about 

the ICC solution which is based on a combination of nine-year term without possibility 

of re-election. The Rome Statute also instructs the electing body as to the criteria to be 

taken into account. Article 36(8)(a) states that the States Parties shall, in the selection of 

judges, take into account the need, within the membership of the Court, for:

(i) The representation of the principal legal systems of the world;

(ii) Equitable geographical representation; and

(iii) A fair representation of female and male judges.

These  principles  are  further  developed  in  the  Resolution  on  the  Procedure  for  the 

Election of Judges to the ICC56. According to it the State Parties must vote for at least 

two  candidates  from each  geopolitical  unit,  i.e.  from Africa,  Asia,  Eastern  Europe, 

Western  Europe  and  Latin  America57.  The  Resolution  also  provides  for  equitable 

representation of both genders. The minimum number for each is six.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, judges are usually elected. Some statutes of the 

courts, although in principle based on this postulate, also provide for an exception to it58. 

It is the institution of ad hoc judges chosen directly by the State Party to the case which 

does not have its regular judge on the bench. Its purpose is to ensure representation of 

legal order and culture of the State Party concerned. It prevents the situation where only 

one of the State Parties would be thus represented.  This concept is typically used in the 

ICJ. However, it is not accepted unanimously. On the one hand it is often emphasized 

that  the  presence  of  own  judge  increases  State  Party's  confidence  in  the  judicial 

the ICTY for four years and may be re-elected (article 13 (4) of the Statute of the ICTY, judges of the 
ACHPR for six years and may be re-elected only once (article 15 (1) of the Protocol to the African 
Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights on the Establishment of an African Court on Human and 
Peoples' Rights)

56 Resolution ICC-ASP/3/Res.6
57 The minimum number may vary according to the criteria set out in Article 20 (b) of the Resolution.
58 Article 31(2) of the Statute of the ICJ, article 27(2) of the Convention
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institution59. That is especially important when the other State Party has a judge of its 

nationality in the competent chamber. On the other hand, this institution is sometimes 

regarded as an anachronism which corresponds to the old arbitral procedures.  Either 

way, this institution can not be denied the ability to prevent an excessive increase in the 

number of regular judges  in cases where the number of the State Parties is constantly 

growing and each of them wants to represented.

So  much  for  the  comparison  of  international  jurisdictions,  now  let's  focus  on  the 

situation at the national level.

3.1.2 National Judiciary - Models of Appointment Procedure

As  described  in  chapter  I.,  questioning  the  legitimacy  of  the  Court  was  mostly  a 

response to the constitutionalisation of European law that the Court gradually promoted 

in  its  jurisprudence.  It  is  therefore not  very surprising that  at  the national  level  the 

constitutional courts are the closest to the Court regarding the claims on the legitimacy 

of  their  decisions.  They are  called  upon to  put  into  life  the  most  fundamental  and 

abstract norms of national legal orders. This gives them a considerable scope for judicial 

law-making. As Martins60 notes,  “[t]he Constitution, the laws or the treaties that the  

judges interpret are to a large measure the interpretation of their own experience, their  

judgement  about  practical  matters  and  their  ideal  pictures  of  the  social  order“. 

Wagnerová61 observes that a greater emphasis on legitimacy is reflected in the way the 

judges  are  appointed. Directly  elected  representative  bodies  thus  become  more 

influential.  Wagnerová further  explains  that  the  composition  of  constitutional  courts 

59 The question is to what extent this argument is relevant in the reality of a supranational judicial 
institution.

60 MARTINS, Ana. Size and Composition of Highest  Courts and Selection of Judges.  In  PERNICE, 
Ingolf; KOKOTT, Juliane; SAUNDERS, Cheryl.  The Future of the European Judicial System in a  
Comparative  Perspective [online].  Berlin :  Nomos,  2006  [cit.  2010-11-27].  WWW: 
<http://www.ecln.net/elements/conferences/book_berlin/martins.pdf>. ISBN 3832921575. 204.

61 WAGNEROVÁ, Eliška. Ústavní soudnictví : Vznik, význam a některé organizační a procesní aspekty  
v komparativním pohledu. Praha : Linde Praha a.s., 1996. 96 s. ISBN 80-7201-035-2. 33.
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should  match  the  politico-philosophical  structure  of  the  society  so  that  the  value 

orientation of their jurisprudence conforms to it.

We  can  distinguish  five  basic  model  for  selection  of  judges,  depending  on  which 

branches of power are included and to what extent they participate.

The first model is based on selection of judges solely by the legislative. This is the case 

in  Germany,  Switzerland,  Belgium  and  Liechtenstein.  The  situation  is  similar  in 

Portugal but only ten  out of thirteen constitutional judges are thus elected. The rest is 

designated by co-optation.

The second model which is also represented in Europe results from cooperation of the 

legislative and the executive. Each of the branches appoints its respective part of the 

bench. It is so in France and in Austria. Also the Czech model is based on cooperation  

of the executive with the legislative. In essence it is a copy of the American pattern. The 

judges  are  appointed by the  President  of  the Republic  after  Senate's  approval.  This 

solution  is  not  usual  in  Europe and it  can  easily lead  to  politically  monochromatic 

composition of the Constitutional Court in the case that the political orientation of both 

the President of the Republic and the majority in the Senate is the same62.

The third model drags into the process the judiciary itself. This is the case in Italy and 

Spain, where part of the constitutional court judges is selected by their peers.

There  are  also  cases  where  all  the  powers  in  the  selection  and  appointment  of 

constitutional  judges  are  assigned  exclusively  to  the  executive.  The  Japanese 

Constitutional Court is an example. The problem is that the courts thus appointed tend 

62 For more information on the functioning of the American model see DORSEN, Norman. The selection 
of U.S. Supreme Court justices . In PERNICE, Ingolf; KOKOTT, Juliane; SAUNDERS, Cheryl. The 
future of the European judicial system in a comparative perspective : 6th International ECLN-
Colloquium/IACL round table, Berlin, 2-4 November 2005. Berlin : Nomos, 2006. s. 12. WWW: 
<http://www.ecln.net/elements/conferences/book_berlin/dorsen.pdf>. ISBN 3832921575.
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to  adapt  their  jurisprudence  to  the  governmental  majority  losing  their  esteem  and 

independence. In fifty years of its existence the Japanese Constitutional Court declared 

unconstitutional only five laws63.

In addition to the above mentioned models, solutions can be considered where neither 

the executive nor the legislative have direct influence on the composition of the courts. 

This is mostly an expression of efforts to strengthen the independence and autonomy of 

the judiciary.   For example in Greece the presidents of the three highest courts in the 

country become automatically constitutional judges. The remaining ten are randomly 

allotted  from among the  judges  of  the  Supreme Court,  the  Supreme Administrative 

Court and from the ranks of professors of law. We can also look for inspiration on the 

other  side  of  the  Atlantic.  But  this  time  not  in  the  United  States  or  Canada,  as  is 

customary, but in a slightly more exotic destinations. As described by Allan R. Brewer-

Carías64,  interesting  solutions  in  this  regard  is  offered  by  Peru.  In  article  150  the 

Peruvian Constitution provides for the National Council of Magistracy as a permanent 

body  for  appointing  not  only  judges  of  the  Constitutional  Tribunal  of  Peru,  but 

generally, all judges and prosecutors in the country. It is an independent body whose 

members are elected by representatives of legal professional community such as judges 

of the Supreme Court, supreme prosecutors, members of the country's Bar Association, 

members of the other professional associations, presidents of universities65.

If the Parliament or one of its chambers is involved in the process of selection of judges, 

the  requirement  of  a  qualified  majority  (three-fifths  or  even  two-thirds)  is  usually 

established. The aim is to create an institutional pressure on the government coalition in 

order to compel it to negotiate with the opposition and base the ensuing nomination on a 

63 See Wagnerová p. 35.
64 BREWER-CARÍAS,  Allan  R.  THE  QUESTION  OF  LEGITIMACY:  HOW  TO  CHOOSE  THE 

JUDGES OF THE SUPREME COURT?: The European doctrine and the Latin-American contrast. In 
PERNICE, Ingolf ; KOKOTT, Juliane ; SAUNDERS, Cheryl.  The future of the European judicial  
system in a comparative perspective : 6th International ECLN-Colloquium/IACL round table, Berlin,  
2-4  November  2005.  Berlin :  Nomos,  2006.  p.  30.  WWW: 
<http://www.ecln.net/elements/conferences/book_berlin/brewer.pdf>. ISBN 3832921575.

65 See Brewer-Carías, p. 177 for more information.
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broader  consensus.  This  prevents  the  emergence  of  politically  monochromatic 

constitutional courts.  This solution is therefore applied for example in Germany, Italy, 

Spain, Belgium and Portugal. A specific situation exists in Switzerland where there is no 

qualified  majority  required.  This  deficit  is  compensated  for  by  a  political  tradition 

which  prescribes  the  observance  of  political  proportionality  in  the  appointment  of 

constitutional judges. The solution which relies the appointment of constitutional judges 

upon a broad consensus in directly elected representative body seems to be ideal as it 

provides  the  court  with  democratic  legitimacy  together  with  independence  from 

particular  political  groupings - two  qualities  that  the  constitutional  courts  have  to 

possess in order to be able to actively fulfil their specific role in the constitutional life. 

As Wagnerová66 notes,  given that  the political  will  of  the people is  now articulated 

mainly within political  parties,  it  is  more than desirable  that  they participate  in  the 

appointment of judges as it happens in the representative bodies.

Given the importance of the office of constitutional  judges,  very  high standards for 

qualification and moral credit of the judges are required in all countries. But it is not 

enough. Their decisions have a significant political dimension. Therefore it is necessary 

for them to have a refined sense of political implications of their jurisprudence. The 

original wording of section 3 paragraph 2 of the German Federal Constitutional Court 

Act expresses it aptly in the requirement of “experiences in public life”.

The independence of judges is often enhanced by excluding the possibility of re-election 

(Germany, Italy or France).  The resulting risk of discontinuity in the jurisprudence of 

constitutional courts is then offset by gradual replacement of the judges (usually one 

third every three years), as it is the case in France, Italy and Spain. If any of the judges  

stops exercising his office before the expiry of the term (due to his resignation, removal 

from office or death),  his successor may be appointed either for the remainder of the 

term  (France,  Italy)  or  for  the  full  term  (Germany).  Judicial  independence  and 

impartiality is also guaranteed by a number of limitations that judges must respect both 

66 See footnote no. 60.
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at the time of appointment, and during the performance of their duties. Their political 

activities  are  restricted.  Czech  or  Portuguese  regulation  completely  excluding 

membership in political  parties is rather strict  and not common in Europe. But they 

usually  are  not  allowed  to  hold  any  prominent  position  in  the  parties.  Given  the 

importance  of  their  function  they  usually  must  not  hold  another  office  and  their 

activities  in  the  private  sector  are  also  very restricted.  In  general  they  are  allowed 

scientific  and  educational  activities  and  sometimes  they  can  even  practice  liberal 

professions (Austria and France).

So  much  for  the  comparison  of  existing  legal  regulations.  Let  us  focus  now  on 

application of acquired knowledge on the European Court itself.

3.2 The Court of Justice of the European Union

The process of selection of Judges and Advocates-General to the European Court is 

divided into two phases. In the first one the Member States look for suitable candidates 

(nomination  procedure).  In  the  second  one  the  Judges  and  Advocates-General  are 

appointed  by  common  accord  of  the  governments  of  the  Member  States  after 

consultation of a panel responsible for giving an opinion on prospective candidates' 

suitability to perform the duties concerned (appointment procedure)67.

If we want to examine this process de lege ferenda, we should first outline the starting 

points for the research. To ensure selection of the best candidates the whole procedure 

ought  to  be  as transparent as  possible.  Invitations  to tenders  at  the  national  level 

should  be  published  in  an  appropriate  manner  (internet,  nationally  distributed 

professional  journals).  Documents  used  by the  bodies  involved in  the  procedure  or 

created  by  them  should  be  publicly  available  on  the  internet  subject  to  justified 

exceptions. Procedural rules for selection should be predetermined both at the national 

and European level.  The requirements that every candidate must meet in order to be 

67 Article 19(2) of the TEU, article 253 of the TFEU
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eligible  for appointment should be spelled out. Expert bodies should be involved in 

the process to represent interested civil society, preferably at both levels. The European 

Parliament should have the last word in the procedure (at least in the case of the Court 

of Justice) and its decisions on these matters should be taken by qualified majority. This 

would  significantly  strengthen  the  democratic  legitimacy  of  the  European  Court 

ensuring  by  the  qualified  majority  requirement  that  a  broader  consensus  would  be 

sought. Hence the Judges and Advocates-General would not be dependent on particular 

Member States or political  parties and the composition of the Court would be more 

politically balanced.

So let us have a closer look at the selection procedure. The study will be divided into 

three parts. First, we will focus on (i) the requirements that candidates must meet. Next 

we will  examine in  detail  (ii)  national  nominations  to  conclude  by (iii)  review and 

election at the European level.

3.2.1 The Criteria for Judicial Office

We can distinguish between two types of criteria: 

1. Imperative criteria and

2. Indicative criteria.

The imperative ones are  the expression of candidate's eligibility to serve as Judge or 

Advocate-General.  The  Treaty  on  the  Functioning  of  the  European  Union  (TFEU) 

provides for them in Article 253 (ex Article 223 of the TEC) as follows:

The Judges and Advocates-General of the Court of Justice shall be chosen from persons  

whose  independence is beyond doubt and who possess the qualifications required for  

appointment to  the  highest  judicial  offices  in  their  respective  countries  or  who are  

jurisconsults of recognised competence.
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There is therefore provided for candidate's moral qualities (independence beyond doubt) 

and his qualification. In the case of the latter there are two alternatives. Either he or she 

is  eligible  for  appointment  to  the  highest  judicial  offices,  or  is  a  jurisconsult  of 

recognised competence. The criteria are set similarly for the General Court in Article 

254 (ex Article 224 of the TEC). But the qualification requirements are lower as he or 

she only has to possess the ability required for appointment to high judicial office. The 

second alternative is not mentioned at all.

The Treaties are completely silent on the indicative criteria and therefore do not provide 

any guidance to the competent bodies as to the preferences that should be taken into 

account.

It is evident from what was said above that the Treaties are rather brief in terms of 

defining  the  criteria  for  selection  of  Judges  and  Advocates-General.  It  is  hardly 

surprising given that national governments have little interest in limiting themselves in 

the selection. Statutes of other international judicial institutions usually contain similar 

patterns68. But that does not promote the transparency of the process and provides poor 

guarantees of quality of the appointed. Therefore, we should consider possible solutions 

to these shortcomings. 

The indicative criteria should of course receive the most attention in this respect but the 

imperative ones could undergo certain changes as well. The impartiality criteria could 

be supplemented by “moral integrity”, so that the judges are an embodiment of lasting 

values  on  basis  of  which  they  will  decide.  The  term  "jurisconsult  of  recognised 

competence" is rather vague and would merit further elaboration as to the duration and 

type of relevant experience and its relationship to European law. So far as qualification 

for the highest judicial offices in the Member States is concerned, the issue should be 

adequately covered by national laws even though there is no doubt that considerable 

diversity of standards, which thus arises, is undesirable. This flaw will, however,  have 

68 Article 21(1) of the Convention or Article 2 of the Statute of the ICJ.
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to be tolerated in the name of unity in diversity. But extensive experience with EU law 

should be required even in this case.  As can be seen on the example of the ICC, the 

candidates can also be divided into groups according to their qualification69 and decide 

on them separately.  In the case of the European Court balance between scholars and 

practitioners could be thus ensured.

The ICC can serve as a model in terms of the indicative criteria. Article 36(8) of the  

Rome Statute provides for them as follows:

8. (a) The States Parties shall, in the selection of judges, take into account the need,  

within the membership of the Court, for: 

(i) The representation of the principal legal systems of the world; 

(ii) Equitable geographical representation; and 

(iii) A fair representation of female and male judges. 

(b) States Parties shall also take into account the need to include judges with legal  

expertise on specific issues, including, but not limited to, violence against women or  

children.

Out of 35 Judges and Advocates-General of the Court of Justice only 8 are women. As 

we can see gender issues are to be addressed. The example of the ICC, probably the 

only gender-balanced international  court  in  the  world,  shows that  indicative  criteria 

might be a solution even for the European Court.  The issue of minorities (ethnic of 

others),  which in  some Member  States  represent  more than 10% of  the population, 

could be pointed out similarly. As shown in Chapter I., the jurisdiction of the European 

Court is very broad in comparison to other international judicial bodies. It is therefore 

very important that its composition is as diverse as possible in terms of professional 

specialisation of individual judges. It would be therefore appropriate to apply analogical 

indicative  criteria  as  in  the  case  of  the  ICC.  The  criterion  of  equal  geographical 

69 Article 36(5) of the Rome Statute
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representation is  not relevant at  this  moment for the Court as such, but it  could be 

applied in the context of reducing the number of Judges, as soon as all EU Member 

States could not be represented, and also in formation of individual chambers of the 

Court.

3.2.2 The Nomination

In order to avoid politicking and lobbying and to ensure the maximum transparency of 

the process minimum standards respecting national particularisms should be set70.

As mentioned above, the tenders should be published in an appropriate manner (on the 

internet  and  in  nationally  distributed  professional  journals). An  advisory  body 

(composed of experts who would ensure contact with interested civil society, interview 

the  candidates  and  issue  reports  and  recommendations  on  nominations) should  be 

established comprising judges,  scholars and bar  associations representatives.  Criteria 

and methods of evaluation of individual candidates should be defined in advance and 

should not be changed during the selection process. They should not be discriminatory 

or  contain  hidden  disadvantage  for  certain  groups  of  candidates  (e.g.  family 

commitments).  If the Judges were elected by the European Parliament as described in 

the  next  chapter,  the  number  of  candidates  to  be  nominated  by the  Member  States 

should be set at least twice higher than the number of Judges elected. Interviews should 

be conducted in an unchanging composition of the advisory body, preferably on the 

same day, thus providing the most objective evaluation possible.

Advisory body's  opinion on the  candidates  as  well  as  the  documents  on  which  the 

evaluation was based ought to be, in principle, public and ought to be attached to the 

70 The current quality of the nomination procedures is  perhaps best illustrated by the case of former 
Slovak  Judge  of  the  European  Court - Ján  Kľučka  who unsuccessfully  challenged  before  the 
Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic (ref. no.  III ÚS 128/09-25)  the decision of the Slovak 
Judicial Council nominating Daniel Šváby instead of him. He reproached the Judicial Council inter 
alia that the interviews lasted only 10 minutes, the documents on which the Judicial Council relied 
were not up to date and the final decision was not reasoned at all.
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nominations.  Nominations  should  also  be  reasoned.  The  reasoning  should  contain 

detailed explanation how the candidate meets the requirements placed upon him. If the 

nomination departs from advisory body's recommendation, it should also be explained. 

In principle, the Member States should not be allowed to withdraw nomination once 

filed in order to prevent politicking.

3.2.3 The Election

The above analysis shows that,  compared with many of its peers both nationally and 

internationally, the European Court suffers from one major deficiency relating to the 

selection of its Judges. The European Parliament, the only directly elected European 

institution, is not included71. Nevertheless, as was explained in the chapter I., the need 

for democratic legitimacy is bigger in the case of the European Court than in the case of 

the majority of other international judicial bodies.  Election of Judges by the European 

Parliament with a qualified majority requirement would increase the institutional (input) 

legitimacy of the Court ensuring independence of the Judges from Member States and 

political  groups  in  the  Parliament.  Political  balance  of  the  Court  would  also  be 

maintained. It should be so at least in the case of the Court of Justice as the highest 

instance of the European judiciary whose main purpose is to unify jurisprudence and 

determine its future orientation.

But  mere  formal  drawing of  the  European Parliament  into  the  game can hardly be 

considered sufficient. Lord Hardy's comment72 should be a clear warning in this respect. 

If we want the European Parliament to become a key player in the procedure, it must 

also be provided with  conditions for informed decision making. The establishment of 

the panel of experts under Article 255 of the TFEU can therefore be seen as a clear 

progress. The current composition of the panel can also be seen as an advantage. Given 

that it is dominated by national judges and not by former judges of the European Court, 

its activity will certainly be better accepted at the national level than it would be if a 

71 With the exception of the right to propose one member of the panel under Article 255 of the TFEU.
72 See p. 32.
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“committee  of  elders"  of  the  Court  chose  their  own "youth".  It  would  therefore  be 

appropriate  to  provide  for  legal  basis  of  this  de  facto  situation.  The  principle  of 

maximum transparency should apply73.  The measures to be taken in this respect has 

already been described in the previous text devoted to the national nominations. I will 

not  therefore  repeat  myself.  I  would  only like  to  emphasize  that  the  panel  opinion 

should be public. The current practice is the exact opposite and gives rise to rumours 

instead of certainty74.

As has been stated above, most of the fundamental documents of international judicial 

institutions,  with  the  exception  of  the  Rome  Statute  of  the  ICC,  provides  for  the 

possibility of re-election.  This practice is seen as undesirable, because it threatens the 

independence of judges, who may, especially at the end of their term, “campaign for re-

election" in their decisions. In the case of Judges of the European Court the problem is 

compensated to a large extent by the fact that the Court adopts its decisions in chambers 

whose deliberations are secret without possibility of dissenting opinions. Hence, no one 

else knows how the Judges voted.  But the situation is quite different for Advocates-

General. Their  detailed analysis of the problem is always made public. Therefore in 

their case it would be perhaps appropriate to consider the ban on re-election.

3.3 Final Remarks

I would like to stress that I consider the issue of selection of Judges and Advocates-

General to be crucial. If the legitimacy of the Court of Justice of the European Union is 

not ensured at the beginning of its existence as a body of experts, all other attempts to 

remedy will only try to catch up what was previously neglected. The measures I have 

proposed  are  therefore  an  expression  of  efforts  to  ensure  a  good  basis  for  input 

legitimacy of the Court and are consistent with requirements established by experts in 

73 Article 15(1) of the TFEU.
74 BOBEK, Michal. Tajné zuby Výboru podle článku 255 SFEU. Jiné právo [online]. 7/10/2010, 10, [cit. 

2010-12-08]. WWW: <http://jinepravo.blogspot.com/2010/10/tajne-zuby-vyboru-podle-clanku-255-
sfeu.html>.
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the  case  of  other  international  judicial  institutions75. The  proposed  changes  should 

primarily  provide  transparency,  better  involvement  of  experts  and  interested  civil 

society as  such and  integrate  the  European Parliament,  as  the  only directly  elected 

institution of the European Union.  I would also like to note that the problem of input 

legitimacy of the European Court, in my opinion, does not lie so much in a lack of 

possible solutions, but in weak will of the Member States as masters of the Treaties to 

address this problem.

75 LIMBACH, Jutta , et al. Judicial Independence : Law and Practice of Appointments to the European  
Court of Human Rights [online]. London  : Interights, May 2003 [cit. 2010-12-08]. WWW: 
<http://www.interights.org/jud-ind-en/index.html>.
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IV.Cooperation with National Jurisdictions

The relationship between efficiency and legitimacy has been described in the second 

chapter devoted to the concept of legitimacy. As was expounded there, they are like two 

communicating vessels, thus in direct proportion.  The more efficiently a given power 

performs the tasks entrusted to it,  the easier it justifies itself as legitimate. And vice 

versa,  the power that  fails  to  convince  its  subordinates  about  its  legitimacy usually 

encounters various forms of resistance reducing its effectiveness. Consequently, all the 

studies  on  the  reform  of  the  European  judiciary  could  be  incorporated  into  this 

document.

But of course this is quite impossible as this paper would inflate unduly. And it is not 

necessary either because these issues are already adequately treated elsewhere. We can 

quote for example the  Report by the Working Party on the Future of the European  

Communities'  Court  System76,  Paul  Craig's  contribution  in  The  European  Court  of  

Justice77 or Jiří Zemánek's contribution to the ECLN 2003 conference that took place in 

Lisbon78. Ulrich Walter Hoehler's diploma thesis (McGill University)79 deals with this 

76 DUE, Ole, et al. Report by the Working Party on the Future of the European Communities' Court  
System. Luxemburg : [s.n.], 2000. 59 p. WWW: 
<http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/legal_service/pdf/due_en.pdf>.

77 CRAIG, Paul. The Jurisdiction of the Community Courts Reconsidered. In DE BÚRCA, Gráinne; 
WEILER, J. H. H. The European Court of Justice. New York : Oxford University Press, 2001. p. 233. 
ISBN 0199246017.

78 The Judicial System of the European Union in the Draft Constitutional Treaty, in: Ingolf 
Pernice/Miguel Poiares Maduro (eds.): 
A Constitution for the European Union: First Comments on the 2003-
Draft of the European Convention (Nomos 2003) 

79 HOEHLER, Ulrich Walter. The Future of the Judicial System in the European Union [online]. 
Montreal, 2002. 95 s. Diplomová práce. McGill University. WWW: 
<http://digitool.library.mcgill.ca/view/action/singleViewer.do?
dvs=1292081153948~367&locale=cs_CZ&show_metadata=false&VIEWER_URL=/view/action/singl
eViewer.do?
&DELIVERY_RULE_ID=4&search_terms=000006287&adjacency=N&application=DIGITOOL-
3&frameId=1&usePid1=true&usePid2=true>.
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topic  complexly.  I  would  therefore  like  to  focus  only  on  certain  aspects  of  the 

functioning of European justice and its potential reforms.

As already mentioned in Chapter II., the legitimacy of the decisions of the European 

Court depends more than in the case of other judicial institutions (whether at national or 

international level) on the ability to communicate with relevant national and European 

bodies,  particularly  with  the  highest  national  courts.  It  follows  from  their  mutual 

relationship which is not hierarchical, but rather based on awareness of the mutual need 

for  cooperation,  which  is  sometimes  strained  by diversity  of  positions  on   various 

issues. Therefore, in the following text I would like to focus precisely on the issue of 

communication of the European Court with national courts, especially on the references 

for a preliminary ruling that are the most important tool that the Court possesses in this 

respect. After all, even the Working Party on the Future of the European Communities' 

Court System identified the issue of preliminary rulings as especially preoccupying80.

Mutual cooperation of the national courts with the Court of Justice of the European 

Union  requires  the  existence  of  a  functioning  partnership  between  them.  But  the 

national courts, in order to be equal partners to the European Court, need in the first 

place to be better disposed to address independently a growing number of questions of 

EU law. After all, European law is an integral part of Member States' legal orders and 

national  courts  should  treat  it  accordingly.  The  first  prerequisite  for  change  in  the 

relationship  between  the  European  Court  and  its  national  counterparts  does  not 

necessarily rests upon the European level. The Due Report strongly recommends to put 

more emphasis on the training of lawyers in European law, especially in the case of 

judges81. Such training should not be limited to a mere description of the functioning of 

EU institutions and their interrelationships.  It ought to be based largely on work with 

case law in order to suit the needs of legal practice. As part of these efforts, information 

centres and electronic information systems should be established at the national level to 

provide information on the latest European legislation and case law.  Services of these 

80 See p. 7 of its Report.
81 See p. 19 of the Report.
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centres should be provided by experienced specialists in the field of European law. Such 

an infrastructure would ensure necessary support to national judges and lawyers. This 

could also avoid many unnecessary preliminary questions, thus relieving the European 

Court.

As soon as the national courts are provided with the necessary background, other steps 

may follow.

From this perspective, the reform of preliminary ruling procedure, proposed by Hoehler 

as “the green light procedure”82, seems to be the most interesting. Marginally it is also 

mentioned by the Due Report83. It should be based on an increased activity of national 

courts,  which would be stimulated,  but never  obliged,  to supplement to the greatest 

extent possible their preliminary questions with draft answer to them rather than just 

passively submit  them to  the  European Court.  If  the  proposed answer aligned with 

Court's  own  opinion,  its  mere  approval  (the  green  light)  would  suffice.  The  main 

motivation  for  the  national  courts  would  be  acceleration  of  the  preliminary  ruling 

procedure as the Court would already have a solid basis for its decision. Moreover, the 

preliminary  question  itself  would  be  much  better  specified  and  many  possible 

misunderstandings  would  thus  be  avoided. In  particular,  the  highest  courts  of  the 

Member States would certainly appreciate the opportunity to lay out their arguments in 

advance  and  streamline  Court's  case  law  in  such  a  non-confrontational  manner.  To 

further increase possible involvement of national supreme courts, they could be given 

the opportunity to express themselves in a similar manner to the preliminary questions 

brought by their subordinate courts. But to oblige the national courts to proceed in this 

way does not seem to be  advisable.  It could even be very counterproductive, because 

national judges who are less experienced in EU law might be reluctant to submit the 

question at all. It is therefore more appropriate in this respect that the European Court 

itself does its part via its jurisprudence and non-binding recommendations.

82 See p. 61 of his work.
83 See p. 18 of the Report.
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When considering the reform of the preliminary ruling procedure other solutions, which 

can be considered more radical, are mentioned. Most often are proposed as follows:

1. Limiting the national courts empowered to make a reference;

2. Implementation of filtering mechanisms based on the novelty,  complexity,  or 

importance of the question;

3. Introduction of an appellate system;

4. Extension of jurisdiction of the General Court and

5. Creation of decentralized judicial bodies.

But these proposals are rather problematic in terms of communication and partnership 

between the European Court and national courts.

The  Due  Report  raises  two arguments  against  limiting  the  range of  national  courts 

competent to refer a preliminary question.  If we considered the most radical option, 

only the national courts of last resort would have access to the European Court. That 

would lead to a significant usability limitation of the instrument  which has repeatedly 

proven its usefulness. Only about a quarter of all preliminary questions comes from the 

highest courts nowadays. In addition, when you realize that it was them who usually 

revolted  against  the  European  Court,  it  is  clear  that  this  important  communication 

channel would be practically paralysed, at the moments when we would need it the most
84.  As the Due Report further notes, such reform could also have a negative impact on 

the functioning of the national judiciary as it would encourage the parties to push their 

case to the highest levels of the national judiciary just to gain access to the European 

Court. The possibility of national courts to refer preliminary questions to the European 

Court is a logical consequence of integration of EU law into national legal orders and its 

restrictions can only be seen as a serious threat to efficient application and progressive 

development of EU law.

84 How would for example have been formulated the doctrine of supremacy, if the lower Italian court 
had not been allowed to consult the European court in the Costa case?
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As filtering mechanisms,   the Due Report suggests that national courts of final resort 

would have to report only those matters which are sufficiently important for EU law and 

where  there is a reasonable doubt even after hearings at lower level courts. But also in 

this case, we should be very careful. Insensitive use of filtering mechanisms can easily 

disrupt  the cooperation of national  courts  with the European one.  It  is  important  to 

realize that the choice of whether a matter is referred occurs already now at the national 

level. National courts are not motivated to refer for preliminary rulings unnecessarily to 

prolong the proceedings not by months but years. If a national court refers, it is asking 

the European Court for help and the refusal inevitably undermine their partnership. It is 

therefore  suitable  to  proceed  more  than  cautiously.  Intensive  cooperation  of  the 

European  Court  with  the  national  courts  and  their  mutual  confidence  will  be  very 

important in the future in the context of putting into life the reforms of EU primary law 

and accessions of new Member States, whose courts will not be much experienced with 

EU law.

Despite  clear  advantages  of  the appellate  system,  its  application is  not  advisable  in 

terms of improvement of communication and cooperation between the European Court 

and the national courts in the preliminary reference proceedings. National courts would 

not refer during the proceedings, but only after a final decision on a proposal by one of 

the parties. According to Paul Craig85 the biggest advantage of this solution is the fact 

that the preliminary ruling would not postpone the decision on the merits by the national 

court. This would allow introduction of a two-tier system at the European level with the 

General Court competent to hear all preliminary references and the Court of Justice 

dealing only with cases of high importance.  Therefore,  it  would be possible  for the 

General Court to become the first-instance court for both direct actions and preliminary 

references. But this would mean a truly radical change which would consist in replacing 

the cooperation (which has frequently proved its usefulness in progressive development 

of EU law) by a hierarchical system with the European Court on the top. The European 

Court would thus be sooner or later brought into a direct conflict with supreme court of 

85 CRAIG, Paul. The European Court of Justice. New York : Oxford University Press, 2001. Community 
Court Jurisdiction Reconsidered, p. 233. ISBN 0199246017.
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some of the Member States with little room left to maneuver.  Such a solution is also 

more characteristic  for  a  federal  legal  system and it  seems that  development  of the 

integration in this direction does not currently have a support of wide public86. It would 

certainly meet stiff resistance of the eurosceptics. In addition, if we consider that such a 

reform would require an amendment to Article 267 of the TFEU (ex Article 234 of the 

TEC), it is unlikely that this solution would be feasible in the foreseeable future.

As regards the preliminary references, partial or even complete shift of decision-making 

to  the General  Court(s)  with the possibility of appeal  to the Court of Justice is  not 

accepted unequivocally. 

Some resist or accept it only in special cases due to their concerns about the uniform 

interpretation  and  application  of  EU  law  and  for  fear  of  unbearable  length  of  the 

proceedings, should the possibility of appeal to the Court of Justice be introduced. The 

Due  Report  enumerates  among  such  particular  cases,  which  stand  out  due  to  their 

specialised or highly technical nature, staff, intellectual property or competition cases, 

judicial cooperation in civil matters and cooperation in fields of police and home affairs. 

It further proposes to establish for them specialized courts or leave them to the General 

Court. As a less time-consuming alternative to the appeals mechanism it is proposed to 

give the Court of Justice the right to choose, on a case-by-case basis, whether it will  

hear the reference itself or delegate it to the General Court87. Nonetheless, this solution 

does not solve the problem of overload of the Court of Justice because of which all 

reform efforts were initiated as the Court of Justice would still have to deal with all 

preliminary references whether it would address the merits or not. 

Other authors on the contrary consider that there is no reason not to entrust hearing of 

the preliminary questions to the General Court(s). Paul Craig88 for example argues that 

86 Referendums accompanying the ratification of the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe and 
the Treaty of Lisbon were more than problematic.

87 See Hoehler p. 45.
88 See the European Court of Justice p. 205.
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many preliminary questions challenge the validity of EU law norms - a subject matter 

which would otherwise be addressed by the General Court pursuant to Article 263 of the 

TFEU (ex 230 of the TEC). Therefore he does not find such constraints well founded 

and further develops various possible arrangements that could be applied. In particular 

his  proposals  on  decentralized  judicial  bodies  are  worth  mentioning.  These  general 

courts might be of national or supranational nature while Craig favours the latter. He 

assumes that regional (supranational) courts serving multiple Member States would be 

more efficient.  Especially small  Member States  would otherwise have a problem to 

ensure the functioning of these bodies in sufficient quality. Another disadvantage of the 

national solution is that, if different legal opinions arise in various general courts, this 

will be perceived as a conflict between the Member States concerned.

Generally  speaking,  in  terms  of  communication  and  cooperation  of  European  and 

national judiciaries it would not be desirable to transfer competences to hear preliminary 

questions  from  the  Court  of  Justice  to  the  General  Court,  or  even  to  several 

decentralized  general  courts.  Preliminary rulings'  primary task  is  to  ensure  uniform 

interpretation of EU law norms through dialogue with national courts thus contributing 

to its progressive development. Such a task certainly best suits the supreme court of the 

Union. In order to function properly the dialogue ought to be preferably direct. Inserting 

another body into this mechanism seems to be justified only in cases of  specialised or 

highly technical  nature.  The conclusions of the Working Party on the Future of  the 

European Communities' Court System in this respect can thus by upheld.
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Conclusion

In this work it was first necessary to deal with the question of necessity of examining 

the legitimacy of the European judiciary. For this reason, its role was analysed both in 

quantitative and qualitative terms. From the quantitative point of view, which I consider 

as circumstantial evidence of Court's influence, a rapid increase in case load and thus 

caused changes in European judicial architecture were described. In qualitative terms, 

the European Court was compared to the ICJ in order to  bring out the differences (ex 

ante obligatory jurisdiction, Commission's role of guardian of the Treaties, possibility of 

imposition  of  fines  to  recalcitrant  Member  States,  competence  to  hear  cases  of 

individuals) that make it capable to promote its vision of European integration and its 

future direction.  The European Court was further  characterized in terms of  national 

justice, although this comparison must necessarily fall short, to show how wide is the 

range of issues it  addresses.  In addition to tasks typical for international law it  also 

fulfils tasks that correspond with the functions of constitutional, administrative and civil 

justice. Since the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon, matters of criminal law are 

heard  as  well.  When  dealing  with  legitimacy  of  European  judiciary  the 

constitutionalisation of  EU law is  crucial  since  it  was  this  process  that  brought  the 

biggest  challenge  to  the  legitimacy of  the  European Court  by the  national  supreme 

courts.  The  dialogue  they  maintained,  forging  the  principles  of  direct  effect  and 

supremacy,  was  therefore  described.  The  Court  thus  endeavoured  after  effective 

application of EU law by the Member States even when it is contrary to their national 

law.  At the end of the first chapter a concrete example of progressive development of 

European law by the European Court was given in the field of education policy. Based 

on the above mentioned pieces of information I concluded that the Court is much more 

influential than any of its international counterparts - both in terms of means that can be 

used  to  enforce  its  decisions  and  as  regards  the  extent  of  the  areas  in  which  it 

adjudicates.  The  question  of  influence  of  the  Court  is  logically  followed  by  the 
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questioning of its legitimacy. In the case of the European Court the whole issue is even 

more intense for the material with which the Court operates (regulations and directives) 

is a result of a legislative process, which itself is often reproached a democratic deficit. 

The  argumentation  that  the  European Court  bases  on  their  provisions  thus  loses  its 

persuasiveness  and  ability  to  automatically  bring  the  coveted  legitimacy  to  the 

decisions.  Therefore I  find appropriate to  consider how to supplement it  from other 

sources.

The second chapter was devoted to the notion of legitimacy, first generally as it was 

briefly outlined how this concept was perceived by Weber, Calame, Scharpf and Lasser. 

And by analysing the conception of the latter two we passed to the judicial legitimacy. 

In this analysis, it was first necessary to specify in relation to who the legitimacy of the 

European  Court  should  be  actually  defined.  There  was  established  the  concept  of 

“interested civil society” as a group of scholars, judges, practitioners and state officials, 

who thanks to their professional orientation not only deal systematically with sometimes 

very abstract analysis of the Court, but are also able to properly understand them in all 

correlations. It is exactly this group which is sensitive to questions of legitimacy of the 

judiciary and of the European Court. Furthermore reasons, why the issue is escalating at 

the supranational level rather than in the Member States, were set out. After that, it was 

possible to proceed to the analysis of possible sources of legitimacy of the European 

Court. Courts, judges and their decisions should possess certain features that allow them 

to properly fulfil their role of protector of rule of law against the dangers of dictatorship 

of  democratic  majority.  These features  define functional  legitimacy of the judiciary. 

Subsequently I also outlined a view that is based on the concept of the judiciary as one 

of the key political players. This applies particularly to the highest courts. Logically, the 

requirement of democratic legitimacy thus arises.

On grounds of these findings two issues were selected to be further analysed in terms of 

judicial  legitimacy.  First  and foremost it  was the issue of selection of judges which 

represents what Scharpf calls input legitimacy or government “by the people” and is 
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discussed not only in the context of European judiciary but also in the case of other 

international judicial bodies. The other issue was functioning of European judiciary as 

the expression of government "for the people" - output legitimacy. 

The  chapter  on  selection  of  judges  began  by  comparison  of  various  international 

judiciaries (such as  ICJ, ICC, ECHR, ICTY or ACHPR) and also European and non-

European constitutional  courts.  The findings  thus obtained were then applied to  the 

European Court dealing separately with criteria of eligibility, nomination procedure and 

election of judges.

Criteria  to  be  applied  in  the  selection  of  judges  were  divided  into  imperative  and 

indicative ones. The former is an expression of the candidate's eligibility to become a 

Judge of the European Court. They are already covered by the Treaties. It was therefore 

only suggested to clarify them and to add the "moral integrity" criterion.

On the other hand current primary law is absolutely silent as far as indicative criteria are 

concerned. Hence the Rome Statute of the ICC was proposed as a model and criteria of 

equitable  representation  of  men  and  women  (similarly  eventual  representation  of 

minorities)  and  professional  diversification  of  the  bench  were  further  elaborated. 

Possible use of equitable geographical representation criterion was also considered.

As for the national nominations, the proposals unwind from two starting points. One of 

them is the need to ensure maximum transparency of the proceedings  in order to make 

it reviewable and subjected to the pressure of public opinion. The other starting point 

was the need to draw in the decision-making a body of experts who will be qualified to 

assess  individual  candidates.  For  these  purposes  minimum  standards  ought  to  be 

adopted at the European level to be implemented by the Member States according to 

their national legal and political traditions. 
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The European Parliament should have a substantial influence on the selection of Judges 

at the supranational level at least in the case of the Court of Justice, as it is the highest  

judicial instance of the EU which is undoubtedly also an important political player. Only 

under  such conditions  the  need  for  democratic  legitimacy (see  chapter  2.2)  can  be 

adequately satisfied. It was therefore proposed that these Judges and Attorneys General 

are elected by the Parliament with the qualified majority requirement after examination 

of national nominations by the panel of experts (Article 255 of the TFEU).

As regards  the cooperation with national  courts,  improvements at  the national  level 

were  identified  as  its  first  premise.  National  courts  must  enhance  their  abilities  to 

interpret and apply EU law independently, thus on the one hand relieving the European 

Court  from the burden of unnecessary preliminary questions and on the other  hand 

becoming its truly equal partners when the assistance of the European judiciary is really 

necessary. Therefore, in education of future and current lawyers more emphasis should 

be put on working with case law of the European Court. It was further proposed to set 

up powerful information centres and electronic systems in every Member State that 

would be at lawyers' disposal.

The  next  step  should  be  to  stimulate  an  active  approach  of  national  courts  in  the 

preliminary ruling procedure. They should be encouraged, but never obliged, to submit 

a draft answer to their preliminary question. The European Court would thus be better 

informed about the position of the national court  and could avoid many conflicts and 

misunderstandings  which  have  many  times  in  the  past  led  to  questioning  of  its 

legitimacy.

Other  possible  reforms  of  the  preliminary  ruling  procedure89 were  also  briefly 

examined.  These  solutions  however  do  not  appear  to  be  very  suitable  in  terms  of 

89 Limiting  the  national  courts  empowered  to  make  a  reference,  implementation  of  filtering 
mechanisms based on the novelty, complexity, or importance of the question, introduction of an 
appellate system, extension of jurisdiction of the General Court and creation of decentralized 
judicial bodies.
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cooperation  or  it  would  be  necessary  to  proceed  with  extreme  caution  in  their 

implementation  as  the  risk  of  disrupting  the  partnership  is  very  high.  Limiting  the 

national  courts  empowered  to  refer  for  a  preliminary  ruling  is  likely  to  worsen 

transmittance  of  this  key  communication  channel.  Insensitive  setting  of  filtering 

mechanisms  would  have  a  similar  effect.  Introduction  of  an  appellate  system  is 

problematic  in  the  sense  that  it  creates  hierarchy  between  national  and  European 

judiciaries. Something like that would probably not contribute to peaceful coexistence 

and cooperation with national supreme courts. Another considered solution consists in 

devolution of competences to hear references for a preliminary ruling to the General 

Court or eventually to several decentralized general courts. The Court of Justice would 

then primarily address appeals. The problem is that this solution inserts another element 

between national courts and the Court of Justice. Direct dialogue in which EU law is 

shaped would thus stop. Another problem is further prolongation of the proceedings.

Social relations (including legal ones) change ever more rapidly and their complexity 

increases. This evolution is of course detrimental to their predictability and the already 

mentioned statement of professor Cepl that “law cannot be written” becomes more and 

more truthful. The courts must necessarily in the interpretation and application of law 

show a growing degree of creativity and thus actually shape the law. Their influence 

inevitably increases in both common law and civil law countries. Due to globalization 

and internationalization of social life these phenomena are projected to the international 

level,  where  we  have  witnessed  in  last  sixty  years  a  massive  development  of  the 

judiciary and its growing influence not only on states and international organizations as 

traditional  legal  entities  of  international  law, but  also on lives  of  individuals.  These 

processes are logically followed by asking for democratic legitimacy of international 

and  national  justice.  Judges  must  come  out  of  their  shell  of  independence  and 

impartiality (without giving it up in any way) which largely protects them from painful 

questions from the outside and justify their growing power as we are used to it in the 

case of the executive and legislative. This leads to a certain extent to rapprochement of 

the concept of legitimacy of the judiciary and of the other two branches of power. If 

national judiciaries can expect challenging of their legitimacy only from the outside, i.e. 
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not within the structure of the judiciary itself,  the situation is rather different on the 

international plane. This is best illustrated by the example of the Court of Justice of the 

European  Union  which  often  faces  strong  opposition  of  the  national  courts,  which 

themselves belong to the system of courts applying the EU law.

Given what was stated above, I consider the question of legitimacy of the judiciary as 

particularly  timely  both  in  the  case  of  national  judiciaries  and  especially  the 

international one, including European one. I believe that the future development will 

bring increased focus on strengthening the democratic legitimacy of at least supreme 

national and international judicial institutions and in the case of international justice 

(especially  where  supranational  elements  are  increasingly  promoted)  also  on 

improvement of communication and prevention of conflicts with the representatives of 

national judiciaries, thus avoiding questioning of the legitimacy from their part and even 

strengthening it on grounds of their long-term acceptance.

We can already see today the efforts  to develop universal standards for selection of 

international judges90 91 92 93 which differs greatly for each of the institutions. Certain 

standardization should, in my opinion, surely take place and this topic deserves further 

elaboration. To conclude, I would like to note that it would be more than appropriate for 

the European Court not to hold back and show the way and become an inspiration for 

others, just like the European integration as such has many times inspired other regions 

of the world.

90 LIMBACH, Jutta , et al. Judicial Independence : Law and Practice of Appointments to the European  
Court  of  Human  Rights  [online].  London :  Interights  ,  May  2003  [cit.  2010-11-20].  WWW: 
<http://www.interights.org/jud-ind-en/index.html>.

91 Selecting  International  Judges:  Principle,  Process  and  Politics [online].  London :  Centre  for 
International Courts and Tribunals, University College London, 2008 [cit. 2011-01-06].  Discussion 
Paper. WWW: <http://www.ucl.ac.uk/laws/cict/docs/Selecting_Int_Judges.pdf>.

92 INGADOTTIR, Thordis .  The International Criminal Court : Nomination and Selection of Judges 
[online].  Haague :  PICT,  2002  [cit.  2011-01-06].  A Discussion  Paper.  WWW:  <http://www.pict-
pcti.org/publications/ICC_paprs/election.pdf>.

93 MALLESON, Kate; RUSSELL, Peter H.  Appointing Judges in an Age of Judicial Power : Critical  
Perspectives from around the World. Totonto : University of Toronto Press, 2006. 473 p. ISBN 0-
8020-9053-2.
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List of Abbreviations

• ACHPR African Court on Human and Peoples' Rights

• Convention Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms

• Council Council of the European Union

• Court Court of Justice of the European Union

• Due Report Report by the Working Party on the Future of the  

European Communities' Court System

• EC European Communities

• ECHR European Court of Human Rights

• EU European Union

• European Convention Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and

  on Human Rights Fundamental Freedoms

• European Court Court of Justice of the European Union

• European law European Union law

• ICC International Criminal Court

• ICJ International Court of Justice

• ICTY International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons 

Responsible for Serious Violations of International  

Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the 

Former Yugoslavia since 1991

• Lisbon Treaty Treaty of Lisbon amending the Treaty on European

Union  and  the  Treaty  on  European  Community,  

signed in Lisbon, 13 December 2007

• Luxembourg Court Court of Justice of the European Union

• PCA Permanent Court of Arbitration
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• Rome Statute Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court

• TCE Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe

• TEC Treaty establishing the European Community 

• TEU Treaty on European Union

• TFEU Treaty on the functioning of the European Union

• Treaties Founding treaties of the European 

Communities/Union  and  the  amending  treaties,  

accession treaties

• Treaty of Lisbon Treaty of Lisbon amending the Treaty on European

Union  and  the  Treaty  on  European  Community,  

signed in Lisbon, 13 December 2007

• Union European Union
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Shrnutí

Jak již název - Soudnictví (ne)manželské dítě Európy - napovídá, tématem diplomové 

práce je legitimita Soudního dvoru Evropské unie.

Projektu evropské integrace bývá poměrně často vyčítán tzv.  demokratický deficit  a 

dnes  tak  početné  řady euroskeptiků  poukazují  na  řadu  otázek,  které  tento  proces  z 

hlediska  legitimity  vyvolává  (neexistence  evropského  veřejného  mínění,  přebujelý 

byrokratický aparát,  nedostatky legislativního procesu,  jímž je  přijímáno sekundární 

právo, z hlediska demokratické legitimity). Soudní dvůr Evropské unie bývá většinou 

jejich  kritice  ušetřen.  Jeho  vliv  na  konečnou  podobu  unijního  práva  a  tím  i  na 

každodenní  život  občanů  členských  států  Evropské  unie  přesto  nelze  podceňovat. 

Účelem této práce je tedy poměřovat legitimitu Soudního dvoru Evropské unie s jeho 

faktickým vlivem, vyvozovat z tohoto závěry ohledně jejího (ne)dostatečného zajištění 

a, pokud to bude potřeba, navrhovat možná řešení pro její posílení.

Pracovní  postup  je  rozdělen  do  čtyř  základních  částí,  jimž  odpovídají  jednotlivé 

kapitoly:

1. Nejprve  bylo  třeba  vyřešit  samotnou  otázku  potřeby  zkoumání  legitimity 

evropského soudnictví.

2. Dále bylo třeba vypořádat se se samotným pojmem legitimity jednak obecně a 

následně též ve vztahu k soudnictví.

3. Třetí kapitola se již zabývá poměrně praktickým problémem výběru soudců.
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4. Poslední  kapitola  této  práce  věnuje  pozornost  komunikaci  Soudního  dvoru 

Evropské unie s národními soudy jakožto prostředku předcházení konfliktů a 

možnému  zdroji  legitimity  jeho  judikatury  vyplývající  z  její  dlouhodobé 

akceptace národními soudy.

I. Potřeba zkoumání legitimity evropského soudnictví

Vzrůstající zájem o legitimitu soudnictví a to jak toho národního (zvláště pokud jde o 

soudnictví ústavní) tak především toho mezinárodního je všeobecným jevem. Vyplývá z 

vzrůstajícího  vlivu  soudní  moci  na  společenský  život.  Ten  je  stále  dymamičtější  a 

společenské vztahy v nichž se odvíjí, včetně těch právních, jsou stále složitější. Není 

proto divu,  že možnost předvídat všemožné situace a problémy,  které přináší  právní 

praxe, a předem je upravit v normativních právních aktech klesá. Soudům tak nezbývá 

než projevovat při interpretaci a aplikaci práva stále větší míru kreativity a fakticky tak 

právo dotvářet. Vliv na konečnou podobu práva, který takto soudní moc ve stále větší 

míře získává  s  sebou přináší  i  zvýšený zájem o zdroje  legitimity,  jimiž by měl  být 

ospravedlněn.

Globalizace  a  internacionalizace  společenského  života  pak  promítá  tyto  jevy  na 

mezinárodní  úroveň,  kde  v posledních šedesáti  letech  došlo  k dramitickému rozvoji 

soudnictví.  Postupně byly zakládány jednotlivé soudní  instituce a  narůstal  i  celkový 

počet soudců stajně jako okruh problémů, jimiž se při své činnosti zabývaly a účinnost 

prostředků, kterými byly vybaveny pro zajišťování respektovaní svých rozhodnutí těmi, 

jimž byly určeny. Došlo dokonce i k situacím, a Soudní dvůr Evropské unie je toho jistě 

nejlepším příkladem, kdy se právní názory mezinárodního soudu dostaly do přímého 

rozporu s pojetím národního práva a jeho vztahu k mezinárodnímu právu tak, jak ho 

razily jednotlivé nejvyšší  národní  soudní  instance dotčených států.  Ty pak nejednou 

reagovaly zpochybňování legitimity přadstavitelů mezinárodního soudnictví. Není proto 

divu, že nyní, když se již řada mezinárodních soudních orgánů etablovala jako důležitý 
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hráč  na  mezinárodním poli,  který  je  nejenom schopen účinně  řešit  vzniklé  spory o 

právo,  ale  i  určovat  další  trendy jeho vývoje,  objevují  se  ve zvýšené míře  snahy o 

zlepšení jejich fungování a lepší zajištění jejich legitimity.

Existuje řada dobrých důvodů, proč se domnívat, že Soudní dvůr Evropské unie by se v 

tomto smyslu neměl držet zpátky a naopak by měl být mezi prvními mezinárodními 

soudními  institucemi,  u  nichž  tyto  otázky  budou  podrobeny  důkladné  analýze  a  v 

případě potřeby budou též náležitě řešeny a to i za cenu změn primárního práva. Tyto 

důvody souvisí  především s vlivem, jaký Soudní  dvůr  Evropské unie má na životy 

jejích  obyvatel.  Dá  se  říci,  že,  ač  si  většina  občanů  Evropské  unie  tento  vliv  ani 

neuvědomuje, je tento v porovnání s vlivem jiných mezinárodních soudních institucí 

zcela  bezprecedentní.  Jeho  bližší  zkoumání  bylo  založeno  jednak  na  charakteristice 

soudnictví Evropské unie z hlediska kvantitativního, které vnímám jako nepřímý důkaz 

jeho vlivu, a dále pak z hlediska kvalitativního. Kvalita soudnictví Evropské unie pak 

byla zkoumána jednak na základě srovnání s Mezinárodním soudním dvorem a dále pak 

byla popsána z hlediska národního soudnictví.  V rámci této části  1. kapitoly byl též 

popsán  proces  konstitucionalizace  unijního  práva  s  důrazem  na  zpochybňování 

legitimity evropského soudnictví ze strany nejvyšších národních soudních instancí, které 

ho provázelo. Na závěr byl též dán konkrétní příklad, jak Soudní dvůr Evropské unie v 

praxi rozvíjí evropské právo. Konkrétně šlo o případovou studii vzdělávací politiky v 

Evropské unii.

Pokud  jde  o  kvantitativní  hledisko,  byl  popsán  vývoj  soudnictví  Evropských 

společenství/Evropské unie, založení Soudu prvního stupně/Tribunálu jakož i Soudu pro 

veřejnou službu a postupné rozšiřování kompetencí této soustavy. Dále též byl popsán 

někdy až dramatický nárůst počtu případů, které musí tyto soudy řešit. Cílem tohoto 

bylo pomocí grafů a čísel ukázat, jakou pozici si soudnictví vydobylo, a jeho význam 

pro evropskou integraci.
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Kvalita  evropského  soudnictví  byla  nejprve  posuzována  v  poměru  k  soudnictví 

mezinárodnímu,  konkrétně  šlo o srovnání  s  Mezinárodním soudním dvorem jakožto 

čelním představitelem mezinárodní justice. Cílem tohoto srovnání bylo demonstrovat, v 

čem postavení Soudního dvoru Evropské unie dává této instituci podstatně větší vliv na 

další vývoj unijního práva a na životy obyvatel Evropské unie, než jaký má v tomto 

smyslu Mezinárodní soudní dvůr v celosvětovém měřítku. Za hlavní z tohoto hlediska 

releventní  rozdíly  byly  označeny:  ex  ante  obligatorní  jurisdikce  Soudního  dvoru 

Evropské  unie,  existence  Evropské  komise  jakožo  strážce  smluv,  možnost  ukládání 

pokut neposlušným členským státům a pravomoc vést řízení, v nichž figurují soukromé 

právnické nebo fyzické osoby, ať už přímo jakožto jejich strany nebo zprostředkovaně 

pomocí řízení o předběžné otázce. Možnost zabývat se případy jednotlivců je v případě 

mezinárodní justice poměrně unikátní a se Soudním dvorem Evropské unie se v tomto 

směru  může  měřit  pravděpodobně  pouze  Evropský  soud  pro  lidská  práva,  jehož 

jurisdikce se ale omezuje pouze na oblast lidských práv.

Z  charakteristiky  pravomoci  Soudního  dvoru  Evropské  unie  z  hlediska  národního 

soudnictví  naopak  vyplývá,  že  jeho  jurisdikce  je  dosti  široká  a  v  průběhu  vývoje 

evropské integrace se dále rozšiřuje. Vedle řešení sporů mezi subjekty mezinárodního 

práva  veřejného - typické  role  mezinárodní  soudnictví - plní  též  úkoly,  které  jsou  na 

národní  úrovni  charakteristické pro civilní,  správní a ústavní  soudnictví.  Na základě 

reforem primárního  práva  provedených  Lisabonskou smlouvou  se  též  bude  zabývat 

trestněprávní materií.

Soudní  dvůr  Evropské unie se  navíc svou interpretací  komunitárního (resp.  dnes  již 

unijního) práva zajistil jeho pevné ukotvení v národních právních řádech a vzhledem k 

tomu, že jeho judikatura je jedním z jeho pramenů, tedy i značně posílil svůj vliv. Tento 

proces je někdy popisován jako konstitucionalizace unijního práva, jež se na základě něj 

stalo  záležitostí  skutečně  každého,  protože  z  něj  vyplývají  přímo vynutitelná  práva 

soukromým fyzickým i právnickým osobám. Došlo k němu ve dvou vlnách.
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Nejprve byly v letech 1962-1979 formulovány základní principy - přednosti a přímého 

účinku.  Druhá  vlna  konstitucionalizace  pak  dala  národním  soudcům  účinnější 

prostředky pro zajištění řádné aplikace komunitárního/unijního práva. V roce 1983 byl 

formulován princip nepřímého účinku a v roce 1990 pak zásada odpovědnosti členských 

států za škodu způsobenou nedostatečnou implementací směrnic. 

Soudní dvůr Evropské unie tím navrhl zvláštní druh vztahu mezi evropským a národním 

soudnictvím  založený  na  vzájemném  partnerství  a  podpoře.  Zatímco  Soudní  dvůr 

Evropské unie potřebuje podporu ze strany národních soudů pro zajištění řádné aplikace 

a  dodržování  unijního  práva,  kterému na základě  principu  přednosti  mají  v  případě 

konfliktu  dávat  přednost  před  svým  národním  právem,  národní  soudy  zase  lecky 

potřebují  jeho pomoc při  výkladu unijního  práva a  obracejí  se  tak na  něj  se  svými 

předběžnými otázkami.

Takovéto pojetí, které jednoznačně dává přednost unijnímu právu před národním, a to 

včetně norem ústavního charakteru, se ale nesetkalo s pochopením u řady nejvyšších 

soudních instancí členských států. Princip přednosti byl Soudním dvorem Evropské unie 

formulován v dialogu s italskou jisticí, které se mimo jiné účastnil i Ústavní soud. Ten 

ho odmítal bez dalšího přijmout dlouhých dvacet let a, i když se poté podvolil, trval na 

tom,  že  tak  učinil  čistě  na  základě  interpretace  italské  ústavy,  nikoli  na  základě 

komunitárního práva. Podobné nebo dokonce ještě větší  problémy nastaly i  v jiných 

členských  státech.  Ve  Francii  vzdorovala  Státní  rada  dvacet  pět  let,  ve  Spojeném 

království problémy nastaly ve Sněmovně lordů.

Prosazením principu přednosti  ale konflikty mezi  Soudním dvorem Evropské unie a 

vrcholnými představiteli národního soudnictví rozhodně neutichly. Naopak, další vývoj 

evropské  integrace,  a  především příspěvky Soudního  dvoru  k  němu,  přinesly  nové 

okamžiky,  při  kterých to  ve vztahu evropského a národního soudnictví  zajiskřilo.  V 

nedávné době tak tomu bylo například v případu Mangold.
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Ve zkratce lze tedy říci, že důvody, proč se podle mého názoru je potřeba problematikou 

legitimity Soudního dvoru Evropské unie zabývat, jsou následující:

1. Vzrůstající  zájem o legitimitu soudnictví je obecým trendem vyplývajícím ze 

stále  rychleji  se  měnící  společenské  reality  a  narůstající  komplexnosti 

společenských vztahů, včetně těch právních. Na ně není schopno zákonodárství 

předem adekvátně reagovat a iniciativu tak musí přebírat právě soudnictví, jehož 

faktický vliv na konečnou podobu práva tím narůstá.

2. Samotný  Soudní  dvůr  Evropské  unie  je  pak  mezi  mezinárodními  soudními 

orgány,  pokud  jde  o  vliv,  poměrně  výjimečný.  To  vyplývá  z  jeho  široké 

jurisdikce a z prostředků, kterých lze použít pro prosazení vynutitelnosti jeho 

rozhodnutí.

3. Soudní  dvůr  Evropské  unie  si  navíc  sám svou interpretací  primárního práva 

upevnil  své  postavení  tak,  jak  to  bylo  popsáno  ve  výše  uvedených  pasážích 

věnovaných konstitucionalizaci unijního práva.

II. Pojem legitimity

Výklad pojmu legitimity je rozdělen do dvou částí. První o něm pojednává obecně a 

druhá pak již v kontextu soudní moci.

Obecná  část  ve  stručnosti  popisuje,  jak  k  tomuto  pojmu  přistupují  různí  autoři, 

jmenovitě:  Weber,  Calame,  Scharpf  a  Lasser.  Prvně  jmenovaný  rozlišuje  tři  zdroje 

legitimity: charismatickou autoritu, která se odvíjí od osobního kouzla a přitažlivosti, 

tradiční autoritu, jež je podepřena trvalostí obyčeje, z nějž se odvíjí a racionálně-právní 
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autoritu,  která  vychází  z  ustanovení  objektivního  práva.  Calame  identifikuje  pět 

vlastností legitimní moci. Ta musí:

1. odpovídat potřebě pociťované společenstvím,

2. být založena na kolektivně uznávaných hodnotách a principech,

3. být spravedlivá,

4. být efektivně vykonávána odpovědnými a důvěryhodnými osobami a

5. respektovat princip nejmenšího omezení.

Scharpf  s  Lasserem  každý  svou  cestou  dospívají  k  podobným  postřehům.  Prvně 

jmenovaný  rozlišuje  legitimitu  na  vstupu  a  charaktrizuje  ji  jako  „vládu  lidem“  a 

legitimitu na výstupu, tedy vládu „pro lid“. Legitimita na vstupu je určena způsobem, 

jakým se lid podílí na ustavování a fungování dané mocenské struktury. Legitimita na 

výstupu pak vyplývá z toho, nakolik výsledky činnosti  mocenské struktury skutečně 

odpovídají potřebám lidu. Lasser činí obdobné postřehy, ale charakterizuje je výrazy 

institucionální a argumentativní dimenze legitimity.

Pokud jde o koncept legitimity v kontextu soudnictví,  bylo nejprve nutné určit  vůči 

komu  je  třeba  ho  vymezovat.  Byl  proto  nastolen  pojem  zainteresované  občanské 

společnosti  (interested  civil  society)  jakožto  skupiny  akademiků,  soudců,  právních 

praktiků  a  představitelů  státní  moci,  kteří  díky  své  profesní  orientaci  nejenom,  že 

pravidelně přicházejí do styku s někdy velmi abstraktními právními rozbory soudů, ale 

jsou také schopni je pochopit ve všech možných souvislostech. Je to právě tato skupina 

osob,  která  je  na  otázky legitimity  soudnictví  obzvláště  citlivá  a  pro  další  analýzu 

klíčová.
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Bylo také vysvětleno, proč je problém legitimity na evropské úrovni vyhrocenější než v 

rámci jednotlivých členských států. Důvodem je značný pluralizmus, který zde panuje a 

díky  kterému  snadno  může  docházet  ke  konfliktům  a  následnému  zpochybňování 

legitimity  evropského  soudnictví.  Tento  pluralizmus  se  projevuje:  (i)  na  úrovni 

institucionální, protože unijní právo je aplikováno nejenom samotným Soudním dvorem 

Evropské unie ale národními soudy včetně těch nejvyšších, (ii) ve vzdělávání právníků, 

protože  v  každém členském státě  probíhá  jinak  a  samozřejmě  i  (iii)  v  jednotlivých 

právních řádech členských států a jejich hodnotových orientacích.

Dále pak již bylo přikročeno k samotnému vymezování pojmu legitimity soudnictví. 

Byly  takto  nastíněny dvě  koncepce:  funkční  a  demokratická.  Zatímco  ve  funkčním 

pojetí je akcentována role soudnictví jakožto ochránce právního státu a ústavnosti a je 

proto kladem důraz na soudcovskou nestrannost a nezávislost a na obdornost soudců, 

demokratické pojetí legitimity soudní moci přistupuje k soudnictví jako k jednomu z 

klíčových politických hráčů a klade důraz na existenci legitimizačního řetězce aniž by 

rezignovalo na nároky vlastní funkčnímu pojetí. Je zřejemé, že toto pojetí nabývá na 

významu v případě nejvyšších soudních instancí, které skutečně jsou do jisté míry i 

politickým hráčem.

Na  základě  výše  provedené  analýzy jsem se  rozhodl  blíže  prozkoumat  dva  okruhy 

problémů. Jednak šlo o způsob výběru soudců, který je výrazem Scharpfovy legitimity 

na vstupu a je relevantní jak z hlediska zajištění demokratické legitimity soudnictví, tak 

i  legitimity  funkční,  především  pak  soudcovské  nezávislosti.  A  dále  pak  kvalitu 

fungování  evropského soudnictví,  která je výrazem legitimity na výstupu a měla by 

odpovídat požadavkům kvality, které vznáší funkční pojetí. Konkrétně jsem se zaměřil 

na kvalitu komunikace Soudního dvoru Evropské unie s národními soudy, jelikož tu 

vnímám  jako  klíčovou  pro  zajištění  pokojného  soužití  a  spolupráce  mezi  výše 

zmíněnými. Právě dlouhodobou akceptaci judikatury Soudního dvoru Evropské unie ze 

strany nejvyšších národních soudů vnímám jako její důležitý zdroj legitimity.
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III. Výběr soudců

Při  zkoumání  problematiky  výběru  soudců  byly  nejprve  z  tohoto  hlediska  srovnáni 

přední  zástupci  mezinárodního  soudnictví  a  ústavní  soudy  evropských  i 

mimoevropských  států,  aby  následně  na  základě  této  analýzy  byla  navržena  řešení 

vhodná pro Soudní dvůr Evropské unie.

3.1 Mezinárodní soudnictví -  komparativní studie

Z mezinárodních soudních orgánů byly takto srovnáni: Evropský soud pro lidská práva, 

Mezinárodní soudní dvůr, Mezinárodní tribunál pro stíhání osob odpovědných za vážná 

porušení  mezinárodního humanitárního práva  spáchaná na  území  bývalé  Jugoslávie, 

Africký  soud  pro  práva  člověka  a  národů  a  Mezinárodní  trestní  soud.  Rozbor  byl 

rozdělen do tří částí: předpoklady pro výkon funkce, národní nominace, volba soudců.

Pokud jde o předpoklady pro výkon funkce, shodují se statuty jednotlivých soudů na 

požadavcích vysokého morálního kreditu a  všeobecně uznávaných schopností. Mnohé 

také obsahují požadavek způsobilosti být jmenován do nejvyšších národních soudních 

funkcí. Některé kladou důraz i na vlastnosti jako bezúhonnost a nestrannost. Bývají také 

požadovány zkušenosti v oboru působnosti daného soudu.

V této  studii  nejlépe  obstál  Mezinárodní  trestní  soud,  jehož  statut  se  nespokojuje  s 

vágními  proklamacemi  a  obsahuje  podrobné rozpracování  kvalifikačních  požadavků, 

doplňková kritéria  jako je  například  potřeba  zajistit  různorodé genderové a  profesní 

složení soudu, jakož i ustanovení zajišťující transparentnost celého procesu.

Většina  statutů  mezinárodních  soudů  vychází  ze  zásady,  že  nominace  kandidátů  je 

svrchovaným právem každého státu a proto je nijak neomezuje právní úpravou jejich 
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výběru. Dvěma významnými výjimkami v tomto ohledu jsou Mezinárodní soudní dvůr 

a Mezinárodní trestní soud.

Statut Mezinárodního soudního dvoru usměrňje vlády států dvěma způsoby. Jednak to 

nejsou přímo ony, kdo nominuje kandidáty, ale tento úkol náleží Národním skupinám 

při Stálém rozhodčím soudu. Tím je do procesu včleněn profesionální prvek. Dalším 

usměrnění  spočívá  v  nabádání  ke  konzultacím  zainteresované  občanské  společnosti 

(nejvyšších soudů, právnických škol a akademiků, oborových organizací právníků).

Římský statut Mezinárodního trestního soudu dává na výběr ze dvou možností.  Buď 

nominovat kandidáty stejným způsobem jako v případě Mezinárodního soudního dvoru, 

nebo použít postup pro jmenování soudců nejvyšších národních soudů. V tomto směru 

tedy nepřináší žádnou velkou změnu. Pokrok spočívá ve zvýšení transparentnosti celého 

procesu.  Státy  musí  detailně  odůvodnit  své  nominace  a  tato  odůvodnění  jsou  pak 

publikována mimo jiné i na internetu. Další inovace spočívá v možnosti zřídit Poradní 

výbor  pro  otázky  nominací,  jehož  stanoviska  mají  usnadnit  rozhodování  při  volbě 

soudců. Tím je umožněno výrazné posílení přezkumu nominací na mezinárodní úrovni.

Pro  volbu  soudců  mezinárodních  soudů  je  bohužel  charakteristické  politikaření  a 

lobování společně s malou informovaností  volitelů ohledně jednotlivých kandidátů a 

jejich nízkou účastí na volbě samotné. Soudci jsou voleni na delší období (šest a více 

let)  většinou  s  možností  znovuzvolení.  Výjimečná je  z  tohoto  hlediska  opět  úprava 

volby  soudců  Mezinárodního  trestního  soudu.  Nejen,  že  nepřipouští  možnost 

znovuzvolení, čímž posiluje nezávislost soudců, ale je i poměrně komplexní, pokud jde 

o  kritéria,  která  mají  být  při  volbě  vzata  v  úvahu  (zastoupení  hlavních  světových 

právních  kultur,  spravedlivé  zastoupení  různých  geopolitických  celků  nebo  rovné 

zastoupení mužů a žen).
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3.2 Národní soudnictví

Jak již  bylo výše uvedeno,  měla většina konfliktů Soudního dvoru Evropské unie s 

národními  soudy  svůj  původ  v  procesu  konstitucionalizace komunitárního/unijního 

práva a jeho důsledcích. Proto není příliš překvapivé, že na národní úrovni jsou největší 

nároky na legitimitu obvykle kladeny na ústavní soudy. Ty leckdy plní úlohu klíčových 

politických aktérů a potřebují se tak opřít o dostatečnou demokratickou legitimitu.

Pokud jde  o způsoby výběru soudců ústavních  soudů,  lze  rozlišovat  pět  základních 

modelů podle toho, které orgány státní moci a jakým způsobem jsou do něj zapojeny. 

První model spočívá na volbě soudců pouze zákonodárným sborem. Druhý model dělí 

pravomoc vybírat soudce mezi zákonodárnou a výkonnou moc a to buď tak, že každá 

vybere  předem stanovený počet  soudců,  nebo je  jmenování  soudců výkonnou mocí 

předmětem schválení zákonodárným sborem, popřípadě jednou z jeho komor. Třetí je 

založen na kooptaci samotným soudem, většinou s cílem posílit nezávislost ústavního 

soudu. Výjimečně se vyskytují i případy, kdy je výběr soudců svěřen výlučně do rukou 

moci výkonné, jako je tomu v Japonsku. Zde je ale vážně ohrožena nezávislos ústavního 

soudu, který má tendenci přizpůsobovat svá rozhodnutí vládní většině. Za pátý model 

lze považovat různorodou skupinu případů, kdy výběr soudců není svěřen do rukou ani 

moci  zákonodárné,  ani  moci  výkonné  a  ani  moci  soudní,  většinou  s  cílem  posílit 

nezávislost daného soudu.

Obecně vzato lze konstatovat, že do procesu výběru ústavních soudců jsou ve větší míře 

zapojovány  přímo  volené  zákonodárné  sbory.  Toto  je  odrazem  uznání  politického 

významu  ústavních  soudů  a  z  toho  vyplývající  nutnosti  zajištění  dostatečné 

demokratické legitimity těchto orgánů.
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3.2 Soudní dvůr Evropské unie

Na  základě  výše  uvedené  srovnávací  studie  byla  formulována  tato  východiska,  ze 

kterých by měla vycházet právní úprava výběru soudců a generálních advokátů:

1. Celý postup by měl být co nejvíce transparentní.

2. Požadavky pro výkon funkce by měly být dále roupracovány a upřesněny.

3. Na procesu by se měly významným způsobem podílet odborníci.

4. Evropský parlament by měl mít při výběru rozhodující slovo.

Dále bylo zvláště pojednáno o požadavcích pro výkon funkce, nominacích kandidátů a 

konečném výběru na nadnárodní úrovni.

Pokud jde o kritéria pro výkon funkce, lze rozlišovat mezi imperativními, která jsou 

výrazem kandidátovi  způsobilosti  danou funkci  zastávat,  a  indikativními,  která  jsou 

vyjádřením preferencí, jež by měly být při výběru vzaty v úvahu. Imperativní kritéria 

jsou již dnes v primárním právu obsažena. Bylo proto pouze navrženo jejich zpřesnění a 

případné doplnění o požadavek významných zkušeností s unijním právem. Dále bylo 

zmíněno řešení, které se uplatňuje při výběru soudců Mezinárodního trestního soudu. 

Zde jsou imperativní kritéria stanovena alternativně a kandidáti jsou rozděleni do dvou 

skupin  podle  toho,  které  z  kritérií  splňují.  Z  každé  skupiny  se  pak  volí  předem 

stanovený počet soudců. V případě Soudního dvoru Evropské unie by tak bylo možné 

nastolit  rovnováhu  mezi  akademiky  a  právními  praktiky.  Co  se  týče  indikativních 

kritérií, byla inspirace znovu čerpána od Mezinárodního trestního soudu. Bylo navrženo 

tímto způsobem řešit nízké zastoupení žen a popřípadě též upozornit na problematiku 

zastoupení  minorit,  které  v některých členských státech pčedstavují  významnou část 

populace. Taktéž problematika diverzifikace profesního zaměření jednotlivých soudců 

by  tímto  způsobem  mohla  být  ošetřena.  Kritérium  spravedlivého  zastoupení 
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jednotlivých regionů Evropy sice nemá opodstatnění používat, pokud jde o Soudní dvůr 

Evropské unie jako celek, mohl by se ale uplatnit na úrovni jednotlivých senátů.

Pokud jde o nominační proces na národní úrovni, nelze samozřejmě jít cestou unifikace. 

Spíše  je  na  místě,  aby  byly  stanoveny  minimální  standardy,  jež  by  měly  zajistit 

maximální  transparentnost  řízení  a  omezit  na  minimum  politikaření  a  lobování. 

Možnost přihlašovat se do výběrových řízení by měla být s dostatečným předstihem 

oznámena na internetu a v celostátně publikovaných odborných časopisech. Jednotlivý 

kandidáti by měli být posuzováni poradním orgánem složeným z odborníků a kritéria, 

podle  nichž  budou  hodnoceni  by  měla  být  známa  předem.  Neměla  by  být 

diskriminativní  nebo obsahovat  zkryté  znevýhodnění  pro určitou  skupinu kandidátů. 

Složení poradního orgánu by se v průběhu řízení nemělo měnit a interview jednotlivých 

kandidátů by na sebe měla co nejvíce časově navazovat. Dokumenty, které předložili 

sami kandidáti,  jakož i  ty,  které byly pořízeny v průběhu řízení,  by měly být až na 

odůvodněné výjimky veřejně dostupné. Nominace by měly být odůvodněny a v zásadě 

by nemělo být možné je brát zpět tak, aby se předešlo politikaření.

Na základě předešlé komparativní studie mezinárodních soudních institucí a národních 

ústavních soudů lze dospět k závěru, že Soudní dvůr evropské unie oproti nim trpí při 

výběru svých soudců jednou zásadní vadou. Evropský parlament jakožto jediná přímo 

volená  instituce  Evropské  unie  se  ho  prakticky  vůbec  nezúčastní.  To  ale  příliš 

nekoresponduje s vlivem, který Soudní dvůr Evropské unie má na unijní právo, a s 

požadavkem demokratické  legitimity,  který  z  toho  vyplývá.  Bylo  by proto  záhodno 

alespoň v případě Soudního dvoru jakožto nejvyššího článku unijního soudnictví začít 

soudce a  generální  advokáty volit  právě  toutu institucí  s  požadavkem kvalifikované 

většiny  tak,  aby  volba  vycházela  z  širšího  politického  konsenzu  napříč  politickým 

spektrem. Zkušenosti jiných mezinárodních soudů, jako například Evropského soudu 

pro  lidská  práva,  ale  jasně  ukazují,  že  pouhé  vtažení  Evropského  parlamentu  do 

rozhodovacího procesu zdaleka nestačí. Poslanci musí mít též připraveny podmínky pro 

to,  aby se mohli  kvalifikovaně rozhodnout.  Jednoznačně pozitivně  je  třeba  v tomto 
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smyslu vnímat zřízení Výboru podle čl. 255 Smlouvy o fungování Evropské unie. Je též 

dobře,  že  v  něm v  současné  době převažují  představitelé  národních  soudů a  nikoli 

bývalý soudci Soudního dvoru Evropské unie. Jeho posudky tak, budou mít jistě větší 

váhu  u  národních  soudců.  I  při  volbě  soudců  by  se  jistě  měla  aplikovat  zásada 

maximální  transparentnosti  tak,  jak  byla  popsána  v  části  věnované  národním 

nominacím. Na závěr této kapitoly byla ještě rozebrána možnost znovuzvolení, kterou 

současné  primární  právo  připouští.  Obecně  vzato  jde  ve  své  podstatě  o  ohrožení 

nezávislosti soudců a to obzvláště ke konci jejich funkčního období, kdy hrozí, že by se 

do  jejich  rozhodování  mohla  promítnout  snaha  zajistit  si  znovuzvolení.  V  případě 

soudců je toto riziko do značné míry eliminováno tím,  že rozhodují  v senátech bez 

možnosti minoritních vot a zveřejňování zápisu o hlasování. Není tak dost dobře možné 

dohledat,  jak  který  soudce  hlasoval.  Jiná  je  situace  generálních  advokátů,  jejichž 

stanoviska  jsou  vždy veřejná.  V jejich  případě  by proto  dost  možná  bylo  na  místě 

přehodnotit dosavadní postoj k možnosti jejich znovuzvolení.

IV.Spolupráce s národními soudy

Vztah  evropského  a  národního  soudnictví  není  hierarchický,  ale  je  založen  na 

vzájemném partnerství a spolupráci. Harmonické fungování tohoto vztahu je důležité 

pro obě strany. Přitom ale snadno může dojít ke konfliktům zejména s nejvyššími soudy 

členských států  tak,  jak  to  bylo  popsáno v pasážích  věnovaných konstitucionalizaci 

unijního  práva.  Takovéto  střety podrývají  autoritu  Soudního dvoru  Evropské  unie  a 

vedou k zpochybňování jeho legitimity. Naopak dlouhodobou akceptaci jeho judikatury 

národními soudy lze vnímat jako důležitý zdroj legitimity. Vzhledem k tomu, že jediný 

účinný  způsob  jak  do  budoucna  předcházet  konfliktům  je  zlepšit  komunikaci 

evropského  soudnictví  s  národním  tak,  aby  judikatura  jednoho  nebyla  nemilým 

překvapením pro  druhého,  rozhodl  jsem se  poslední  kapitolu  zasvětit  právě  tomuto 

tématu.  Způsoby,  jakými  Soudní  dvůr  Evropské  unie  komunikuje  s  národním 
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soudnictvím  považuji,  jakožto  formu  jeho  činnosti,  za  možný  zdroj  legitimity  na 

výstupu.

K prvním změnám, které je pro zlepšení fungování vzájemného partnerství třeba učinit, 

by nemělo podle mého názoru dojít na straně Soudního dvoru Evropské unie ale na 

národní  úrovni.  Aby  se  národní  soudy  skutečně  mohly  stát  partnerem  evropského 

soudnictví musí být nejprve samy schopné samostatně řešit co možná nejvíce otázek 

unijního práva. To by se mělo jistě odrzit ve způsobu vzdělávání právníků, při němž by 

měl být kladem důraz na práci s judikaturou Soudního dvoru Evropské unie. Dále by na 

národní úrovni měla být zřízena informační centra a elektronické systémy, které budou 

schopny  poskytnout  právníkům  kvalifikovanou  podporu.  Pokud  bude  tato  snaha 

úspěšná, budou národní soudy lépe připraveny formulovat své právní názory vytahující 

se k unijnímu právu a jeho dalšímu směřování. Měl by se také snížit počet zbytečně 

pokládaných předběžných otázek a Soudnímu dvoru Evropské unie by se v tomto směru 

mělo do jisté míry ulevit.

Pokud  se  povede  úspěšně  realizovat  změny nastíněné  v  předchozím odstavci,  bude 

možné přikročit k druhému kroku, tj. k reformě řízení o předběžné otázce. Cílem tohoto 

by mělo  být  zajištění  aktivnější  role  národních soudů.  Ty by měly být  motivovány, 

nikoli však nuceny, aby společně s předběžnou otázkou předložily soudu i návrh jejího 

řešení. Hlavní motivací národních soudů by mělo být zkrácení řízení, protože Soudní 

dvůr  Evropské  unie  by  mohl  celou  věc  vyřešit  pouhým  vyjádřením  souhlasu  s 

navrhovaným řešením. Národní  soudy by ale  k tomuto postupu neměly být  nuceny, 

protože by to mohlo některé soudce odradit od samotného předložení předběžné otázky. 

Soudní dvůr Evropské unie by tak byl předem informován o postoji národních soudů k 

dané otázce a mohl by se vyhnout případnému konfliktu. Obzvláště nejvyšší národní 

soudy by jistě uvítaly možnost vyjádřit se k problému takto nekonfliktním způsobem. 

Bylo by dokonce možné uvažovat o řešení, kdy by těmto soudům byla dána možnost 

vyjadřovat se i k předběžným otázkám jim podřízených soudů.
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V  diskuzích  o  reformě  řízení  o  předběžné  otázce  bývají  vznášeny  i  další  návrhy. 

Nejčastěji  je  navrhováno:  omezení  okruhu národních  soudů oprávněných předkládat 

předběžné otázky, zavedení filtračních mechanizmů založených na novosti, složitosti a 

důležitosti dané otázky, zavedení odvolacího systému, rozšíření jurisdikce Tribunálu a 

vytvoření  decentralizovaných  soudních  orgánů.  Tato  řešení  se  ale  nezdají  vhodná  z 

hlediska  spolupráce  evropského a  národního  soudnictví  nebo by při  jejich  zavádění 

muselo být postupováno obzváště obezřetně, protože riziko natušení vztahu vzájemného 

partnerství  je  velmi  vysoké.  Při  omezení  okruhu  národních  soudů  oprávněných 

předkládat  předběžné  otázky  by  se  pravděpodobně  zhoršila  propustnost  tohoto 

klíčového  komunikačního  kanálu.  Necitlivé  nastavení  filtračních  mechanizmů  by 

pravděpodobně mělo podobný efekt. Apelační systém je problematický v tom smyslu, 

že  vytváří  hierarchii  mezi  národním  a  evropským  soudnictvím.  Něco  takového  by 

pravděpodobně bylo  jen těžko přijatelné  pro  nejvyšší  soudy členských států.   Další 

navrhované řešení spočívá v postoupení pravomoci řešit předběžné otázky na Tribunál 

nebo  popřípadě  na  vícero  decentralizovaných  tribunálů.  Soudní  dvůr  by  se  pak 

primárně zabýval odvoláními. Toto řešení ale vnáší do vztahu mezi národními soudy a 

Soudním dvorem další článek. Tím by skončil přímý dialog, v rámci nějž je dotvářeno 

unijní  právo a  který  již  mnohokrát  prokázal  svou užitečnost.  Dalším problémem je 

prodloužení řízení, ke kterému by docházelo.

Na základě mnou provedené studie jsem dospěl k závěru, že koncept funkční legitimity 

je platný obecně pro celé soudnictví. Nemohou se ho jakkoli vzdávat ani nejvyšší soudy. 

U nich ale většinou platí, že jsou zároveň důležitým politickým hráčem. To je v jistém 

smyslu přibližuje moci zákonodárné a výkoné a má to i důsledky po pojetí legitimity,  

které pak vyžaduje užší vazbu na voliče - demokratická legitimita. S tím, jak získává 

mezinárodní soudnictví čím dál větší vliv, jdou též ruku v ruce požadavky na zajištění 

jeho legitimity. Ty pak kulminují tam, kde se prosazují prvky supranacionality. Proto 

jsou též požadavky na legitimitu soudnictví Evropské unie vyšší než v případě většiny 

jiných mezinárodních soudů. Na Soudní dvůr jakožto nejvyšší článek v hierarchii soudů 

Evropské  unie  se  pak  jistě  dají  vztáhnout  požadavky  na  zajištění  demokratické 

legitimity tak, jak byly popsány výše.
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Abstract

The thesis is focused on examination of issues of legitimacy of the Court of Justice of 

the European Union. The problem is perceived in the context of the growing importance 

of the judiciary both at national and international levels. 

Judges are increasingly forced by circumstances to shape law. Their role in the system 

of bodies of states and international organisations is thus changed. The courts of the 

highest  instance  in  particular  become  political  actors. Traditional  (functional) 

conception  of  their  legitimacy,  based  on  the  requirements  of  professional  credit, 

independence  and  impartiality,  is  then  shown  to  be  insufficient  and  must  be 

supplemented by democratic legitimacy and proven existence of the legitimizing chain. 

Due to growing influence of international courts of justice this problem is projected to 

the international level.

In the case of the Court of Justice of the European Union the whole problem is even 

more  intense  for  its  supranational  character  and  influence,  which  it  acquires 

consequently. It should therefore be at the forefront of efforts to improve the legitimacy 

of the international judiciary. The current situation however does not really corresond to 

it.

Improvements  in  the  appointment  of  Judges  and  Advocates-General  were  therefore 

proposed. Larger  involvement  of  the  European Parliament  and expert  bodies  in  the 

process of selection was in particular suggested. Measures to improve transparency of 

the whole process were also proposed.
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Attention was also focused on the relationship of European and national judiciaries. 

Long term acceptance of  the jurisprudence of  the Court  of Justice of  the European 

Union  by  national  judiciaries  can  also  be  considered  as  its  source  of  legitimacy. 

Measures to improve their harmonious coexistence were therefore proposed.
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Abstrakt

Práce je zaměřena na  zkoumání problému legitimity Soudního dvoru Evropské unie. 

Ten je pojímán v kontextu narůstajícího významu soudní moci jako takové na národní 

úrovni jakož i na mezinárodní úrovni.

Soudci jsou stále častěji okolnostmi nuceni právo dotvářet a určovat tak jeho konečnou 

podobu. Tím se ale mění jejich role v soustavě orgánů států a mezinárodních organizací. 

Obzvláště soudy nejvyšších instancí se stávají politickými hráči s významným vlivem. 

Tradiční  (funkční)  pojetí  jejich  legitimity  založené  na  požadavcích  odbornosti, 

nezávislosti  a  nestrannosti  se  pak  ukazuje  jako  nedostačující  a  musí  být  doplněno 

požadavky demokratické legitimity a prokazatelnou existencí legitimizačního řetězce s 

vazbou na voliče. Na mezinárodní úroveň se tento problém promítá s tím, jak narůstá 

vliv mezinárodních soudů.

V  případě  Soudního  dvoru  Evropské  unie  je  problém  intenzivnější  pro  jeho 

supranacionální povahu a vliv, který se mu díky tomu dostává. Jeho soudní pravomoc je 

podstatně širší, než tomu bývá u jiných mezinárodních soudů a i prostředky, které může 

použít k zajištění respektování svých rozhodnutí jsou účinnější. Měl by proto stát v čele 

snah  o  zlepšení  legitimity  mezinárodního  soudnictví.  Současný  stav  tomu ale  příliš 

neodpovídá.

Byla  proto  navržena  zlepšení  v  oblasti  jmenování  soudců  a  generálních  advokátů. 

Především bylo navrženo větší zapojení Evropského parlamentu a expertních orgánů do 

procesu výběru soudců. Byla také navržena opatření pro zvýšení transparentnosti celého 

procesu.
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Pozornost byla též zaměřena na vztah evropského a národního soudnictví. Dlouhodobou 

akceptaci judikatury Soudního dvoru Evropské unie ze strany národního soudnictví je 

také možno považovat za zdroj její legitimity. Proto byla navržena opatření pro zlepšení 

jejich harmonického soužití spočívající především v zlepšení komunikace národního a 

evropského soudnictví.
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